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Lesson 1:
Order of Operations

T.A.M.
Unit 5

In Brief
Students revisit the order of operations to evaluate expressions.

Objectives
•

Use order of operations to evaluate expressions and real-world applications.

•

Use calculators to evaluate expressions

Shaping the Lesson
•

Place an emphasis on the memorization of the order of operations.

Instructional Strategies
•

Pair Share with Check

•

Group and Class Discussion

•

Brainstorming

•

Guided Practice

Tools
•

Student Journal

•

“Setting the Stage” Transparency

•

Overhead Projector or other projection device

•

Dry-Erase Boards, Markers, and Erasers

•

Calculator

Warm Up
Problems of the Day
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Teacher Reference
Setting the Stage
Discuss with the students how order is important in their daily lives. Give some examples about
the way tasks are completed, with certain parts being completed before others. Examples may
include making a sandwich, placing a phone call or a text message on a cell phone, or getting
dressed in the morning. Have a student volunteer come to the overhead and list the steps
needed for a task of their choice. The student may pick something like brushing his/her teeth,
putting on socks and shoes, buying a drink from a vending machine, ordering food in a
restaurant, making a sandwich, learning steps to a dance, etc.
Place the transparency on the overhead. Cover the map section so that students can see only
the birthday cake scenario. Talk with students about what may happen if the steps to complete
something were rearranged. Ask students, "Would the outcome always be the same?" Ask a
student volunteer to switch two steps in the birthday cake directions and explain what would
happen to the outcome. Sample response: If we switched the directions for placing the
candles on the cake with spreading the frosting, then the candles would be under the
frosting. The goal for this question is to help students realize that completing each step in
order is sometimes very important. You may want to explain that later in this lesson, students
will use the order of operations to simplify expressions and that following the correct order will
be important.
Uncover the map scenario on the overhead. Ask students, "If these were the directions for
getting to the stadium, at what location would the person start?" The person should start at
the school. The goal for this question is to help students realize that in some situations
reversing the order of directions can be helpful to work back to the beginning. You may want to
tell students that later in this unit, they will reverse the order of operations to solve equations.
Optional: Have the students create the directions for a task of their choice. The directions
should have no more than six steps. Then, have students pick one step in the directions and
explain why it can or cannot be switched with another step.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
2
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Lesson 1: Setting the Stage Transparency Master
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Teacher Reference
Discovery Activity 1
Review Exercise 1 with the whole class. Determine the students’ prior knowledge about the
order of operations during the discussion. You may want to give the students a few simple
expressions to evaluate and have them put answers on dry-erase boards to hold up so you can
easily see their solutions.
Have a student volunteer read the material between Exercise 1 and 2. Discuss the PEMDAS
acronym with the students as well as the phrase “Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally” (maybe
they have heard the phrase “Pink Elephants Make Dandy Apple Sauce”). Remind students that
this phrase helps us remember the order of operations. Ask the students what other grouping
symbols they know and may have used besides parentheses. (Responses should include
square/box brackets, [ ], and possibly braces, { }. Normally braces are used for set notation, so
you may just want to use parentheses and square/box brackets. You may, or may not, want to
mention the absolute value bars, | |. You may want to create a class list that students could
add to their journals.) Give the students a minute to dicuss with their partner how they
remember PEMDAS or the associated phrase. Ask student volunteers to share their answers.
Have the students work in pairs to complete Exercises 2 through 8, using the pair share with
check strategy. One student works on the first problem while the other coaches and observes.
The student coaching/observing then does a check. When the problem is solved and both
partners agree on the answer, the coaching/observing student puts his/her inititals on the
problem and then the roles reverse. After all exercises have been completed, answers are
checked with other pairs of students. Ask for volunteers to share their work.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Unit 5: Patterns, Functions, and Introduction to Algebra

Lesson 1

Discovery Activity 1
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The order in which operations are performed is very important.
1. The following expression
is evaluated two different ways. One way is correct and
the other way is incorrect. Which way gives the correct value?
Multiply First
Add First?

Multiply First?

Even though you may read mathematics expressions from left to right, the operations are not
always performed from left to right. For example,
is read, "five plus two times six",
but the operation of multiplication must be completed first.

Order of Operations
PE MD AS
First

Parentheses (and other groupings like [ ] and { } )

Second

Exponents (and roots)

Third

Multiplication and Division (left to right)

Fourth

Addition and Subtraction (left to right)

2. Use the order of operations to evaluate the expression

You might have heard
the phrase:
Please
Excuse
My
Dear
Aunt
Sally
This phrase is one
way to remember the
order of operations.

Johns Hopkins University | Talent Development High Schools | Lesson 1
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Unit 5: Patterns, Functions, and Introduction to Algebra

3. Evaluate each expression below. Remember to complete the operations inside the
parentheses first, then exponents, then multiplication or division (left to right), and finally
addition or subtraction (left to right).
b.
a.

d.

c.

There are other types of grouping symbols. For example, the following symbols show the
grouping of the addition of 2 and 6 before multiplying.
Brackets [ ]

Parentheses ( )

Braces { }

Sometimes when there are groups inside other groups, mathematicians use a combination of
parentheses and brackets. For example,

Deciding what to do first is like an intricate puzzle. The first step is to complete the
innermost group, which is

Then, the next innermost group, which is

After evaluating

, the final group can be completed.

4. Evaluate the expression

by completing the innermost groups first,

then work out to the outermost group.

6
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Unit 5: Patterns, Functions, and Introduction to Algebra
5. Evaluate each expression below.
a.

= 66

b.

c.

= 49

d.

= 11
= 10

A large division symbol or square root symbol can also show grouping. In the following
example, the subtraction above the division should be completed first.

In the example below, the addition under the square root should be completed first.

6. Evaluate each expression below.
a.

b.

= 10

c.

d.

=2

e.

=7

= 17

=3

f.

= 14

7. Place grouping symbols in the correct places on the expressions below to make them true.
b.

a.
OR

8. There is a mistake in each evaluation below. Find the mistake and fix the evaluation.
a.

b.

c.

d.
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Teacher Reference
Discovery Activity 2
Have a student volunteer(s) read the first two paragraphs. Go through Exercise 1 together with
the class using the Guided Practice strategy. Have the students work in pairs or groups of 3 for
Exercises 2 and 3. Bring the class back together and have student volunteers share their
results.
Have a student volunteer read the paragraph on scientific notation. Have the student pairs, or
the groups of 3, work together to complete Exercises 4 and 5. Bring the class back together to
share their results. Ask the students if they understand the connection between place value and
the power of ten for each place value.
Have another student volunteer read the paragraph after Exercise 5 and use the Guided
Practice strategy to finish the examples on negative exponents. Have the student pairs, or the
groups of 3, work together to complete Exercises 6 and 7. Bring the class back together to share
their results. Ask the students if they understand the connection between place value, powers
of ten, scientific notation, and standard notation. Ask the students how comfortable they are on
converting numbers from scientific notation to standard notation and vice versa.

Symbolize It
Extra practice for evaluating expressions is given in this section. Students will need to use
calculators.

Math at Work
If you assign the “Math at Work” as class work, have the students work in pairs using the pairshare with check strategy. Students work in pairs. One student does one problem and the other
student checks the first person's work. If they agree on the solutions then the student checking
the work puts her/his initials on the problem and the roles are then reversed. If they disagree
about the solution then they must work out their disagreement or seek resolution from the
teacher or even another student pair.
TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Discovery Activity 2

SJ Page 4

A power is an expression of the form x n, where x is called the base (factor) and n is called
the exponent. A power represents the product when the base, x in this case, is used n times.
For example, in the number 2 3, the base is 2, and the number of times the base appears in
the product is 3. So,
Now let’s look at our decimal number system. The decimal number system was possibly
first used around 5,000 years ago by the Sumerians. There are also claims that the decimal
number system was developed in India around the same time. Did you know that the month
of December was once the 10th month in the Roman calendar, the decathlon is ten track and
field events, and a decagon has ten sides? What prefix of these words probably means ten?
Numbers in the decimal number system have ten as their base.
1.

The following numbers can be written in their equivalent base 10 form.

2.

Is there a pattern between the number of zeros in a base 10
number and the corresponding exponent? If so, explain.
Yes, the number of zeros is the same as the value for the exponent.

As you can see, our number system has 10 as the base and is known as the decimal or base 10
number system.
3.

Think about your knowledge of place value and the equivalent number
written as a power with base 10 to fill in the blank spaces.

(nine zeros)

Johns Hopkins University | Talent Development High Schools | Lesson 1
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Now let’s look at numbers in scientific notation.

We see that
is equivalent to 456. Notice how the decimal point was “moved” to the
right increasing the number by a factor of 100. The number
has been written in its
standard notation, 456. Another example is
Now it’s your turn.
4.

Write the following scientific notation numbers in its equivalent standard notation.
a.
b.
c.

Notice the format in scientific notation. We have a number greater than or equal to one, but
less than 10 multiplied by a power of 10. The positive exponent represents the number of
factors of 10, as well as the number of places the decimal point will “move” when changed to
standard notation.
5.

Notice when the place value decreases, the exponent for the power
decreases by 1. Complete the following statements by filling in the blanks.
100,000 decreased to 10,000 is the same as 105 decreased to 104
10,000 decreased to 1,000 is the same as 104 decreased to 103
1,000 decreased to 100 is the same as 10 3 decreased to 10 2
100 decreased to 10 is the same as 10 2 decreased to 10 1
10 decreased to 1 is the same as 10 1 decreased to 10 0

Now, what happens when we continue to decrease the place value?
1 decreased to
decreased to
decreased to
decreased to

is the same as 100 decreased to 10–1
is the same as 10–1 decreased to 10–2
is the same as 10–2 decreased to 10–3
is the same as 10–3 decreased to 10–4

Study the following example of scientific notation with a negative exponent and its equivalent
standard notation.

We see that 4.56 x 10–2 is equivalent to 0.0456. Notice how the decimal point was “moved” to
the left decreasing the number by a factor of 100. Another example is

10
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Your turn!
6.

Write the numbers from scientific notation to their equivalent standard
notation.
a.

b.

c.
Let’s reverse the process and change a number from standard notation to scientific notation.
Remember our format for scientific notation. Also, when a number, in standard notation, is
greater than one, the equivalent number in scientific notation has positive exponents.
Likewise, when a number, in standard notation, is less than one but greater than zero, the
equivalent number in scientific notation has negative exponents.
7.

Write the following numbers in their equivalent scientific notation.
a.

762 =

b.

0.0256 =

c.

1500 =

d.

0.0035 =

e.

146,000 =

f.

0.000791 =

g.

54,010,000 =

h.

0.0000061 =
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2 8

Math at Work

SJ Page 7

1. Sabermetrics is the computerized measurement of baseball statistics. Two important
defense statistics from sabermetrics are Range Factor and Fielding Percentage.
Range factor measures the number of plays a fielder attempts in an average game.
Fielding percentage, usually expressed as a 3-digit decimal number, shows the percentage
of plays a fielder makes out of all the plays attempted (this also helps to determine who
wins a Gold Glove award). These statistics were heavily used in 2003 by the godfather of
Sabermetrics, Bill James, to help the Boston Red Sox win their first World Series since
1918. The fielding percentage's expression is the ratio of the sum of assists (a fielding
and throwing of a baseball in such a way that enables a teammate to put out a runner)
and putouts (a play in which a batter or a baserunner is retired) over the sum of assists,
putouts, and errors.

The range factor is the ratio of the sum of assists and putouts over the number of games
played.

Placido Polanco of the Detroit Tigers, set a major league record for second baseman by playing
his 144th straight game without an error in a 7–2 loss to the Oakland Athletics. At that time,
Polanco had 221 putouts, 282 assists, and zero errors.
a. Calculate Polanco's fielding percentage. 1.000
b. Calculate Polanco's range factor, round to two decimal places. 4.84
2. Finance: The Annual Percentage Yield, APY, expresses an annual rate of interest
taking into account the effect of compounding, usually for a deposit or an investment. The
following expression is used to calculate the APY:

, where r is interest rate

(expressed as a decimal), and m is the number of times per year the interest is
compounded. Evaluate the APY for a 9.8% interest rate that is compounded quarterly
(four times per year). Round your answer to 5 decimal places and then convert it to a
percent.

12

10.166%
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3. The number of skateboarders for a certain age is based on the following expression:

x represents the age of the skateboarder. Using this expression, determine how many
skateboarders are 14 years old, round your answer to the nearest whole skateboarder.
305,862 14-year old skateboarders
4. The volume of a sphere can be calculated using this expression:
r is the radius of the sphere. The town of Watseka, in Illinois, has a spherical shaped
water tower just west of the town. If the radius of the spherical portion of the water tower
is 45 feet, how many cubic feet of water can the tower hold (to the nearest cubic foot)?
381,704 cubic feet

5. The area of a triangular shaped sail on a sailboat can be determined from the following
expression:
b represents the length of the sail connected to the boom and h represents the height of
the sail connected to the mast. What is the area of a sail that has mast height of 35 feet
and boom length of 12 feet?
210 ft2

Johns Hopkins University | Talent Development High Schools | Lesson 1
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Symbolize It

SJ Page 9

Using the given numbers below and operations, create an expression that evaluates to the
given result.
1. Result: –69
Numbers: 3, 8, 9
Operations:

2. Result: 33
Numbers: 12, 6, 7, 5
Operations:

3. Result: 6
Numbers: 4, 5, 8 10
Operations: + ÷ –
Experiment with your calculator on the two expression with values to determine how your
calculator evaluates expressions. Then, evaluate each of the remaining expressions below. Use
grouping symbols as needed.
4.

5.

6.

7.

=5

8.

9.

14

= $19,649.05
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An exponent applies to its immediate base. For example, in the expression

, the

exponent 2 applies only to its immediate base of 5. An equivalent expression to

However, in the expression
expression is

, 2 is an exponent of the quantity

is

and its equivalent

or

10. Evaluate each expression below.
a.

c.

e.

= 31

= 103

b.

= 25

d.

= 990

= 125

11. Using only four 4s and any operation, create expressions that have values of one to ten.
For example,
Sample responses:

12. Show how you can obtain the desired results by using all five numbers 2, 4, 9, 14, and 17.
Use parentheses and any operation as needed.
a. A value of 1

b. A value of 2

c. A value of 3

13. In the expression ab + cd , list how many operations are involved and which operations
should be completed first? Sample response: There are three operations. The first
operation is multiplying “ab”.

Johns Hopkins University | Talent Development High Schools | Lesson 1
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Outcome Sentences
I now know that the order of operations is ________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

I am now able to evaluate equations with ________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

With scientific notation, I can ___________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

I still need more help understanding _____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Converting from scientific notation to standard notation ___________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Place value is important because ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Exponents are _________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
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T.A.M.
Unit 5

In Brief
Students study the concept of equivalence for expressions and equations.

Objectives
•

Create equivalent expressions

•

Create equivalent equations

•

Model equivalent expressions and equations using algebra tiles and tile pads

Shaping the Lesson
•

Emphasize the difference between an expression and an equation

•

Emphasize equivalence in various forms

Instructional Strategies
•

Discussion

•

Pair Share with Check

•

Brainstorming

•

Thinking Aloud

Tools
•

Student Journal

•

Construction Paper

•

Algebra Tiles

•

Setting the Stage” Transparency

•

Overhead Projector or other projection device

•

Dry-Erase Boards, Markers, Erasers

Warm Up
Problems of the Day
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Setting the Stage
A way for students to make links to the concept of equivalence is to determine equivalent
volumes with different units. Place the “Setting the Stage” transparency on the overhead and
engage in a discussion about how equivalent fractions could help the chef use the utensils
that are left. You may need to help students with a few of the equivalent statements and then
let them finish. The students could work in groups to record the equivalent statements on the
dry-erase boards.
Sample responses:
4 tablespoons of salt = Twenty four ½-teaspoons
5 ½ tablespoons of pepper = Thirty three ½-teaspoons
4 teaspoons paprika = Eight ½-teaspoons
8 ½ cups of water = Thirty four ¼-cups
8 cups of vegetable stock = Thirty two ¼-cups
3 ¼ cups of chopped onions = Thirteen ¼-cups
6 ¾ cups of broccoli = Twenty seven ¼-cups
2 ½ teaspoons of garlic = Five ½-teaspoons
1 ¾ teaspoons ginger = Three and one half ½-teaspoons
10 lb fresh Alaskan salmon = 10 lb (no conversion necessary)
15 lb potatoes = 15 lb (no conversion necessary)
7 ½ cups sour cream = Thirty ¼-cups

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 2: Setting the Stage Transparency Master

The head chef, at a seasonal resort, received a
last-minute request for a state dinner for a foreign
dignitary who made a last-second visit to the
resort. Most of the chef's utensils had been put
away for the winter season.
The chef was left with only the
following utensils to measure
ingredients:
• ½ teaspoon
• ¼ measuring cup
• Scale that measures pounds
The recipe calls for the following ingredients:
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Discovery Activity 1
An expression is a series of operations with numbers and/or variables. Two expressions that
have the same value are called equivalent expressions. To show that two expressions are
equivalent, place an equal sign between them. For example, because the value of 2 times 6 is
the same as 3 times 4, we can place an equal sign between them.
We can use tiles and tile pads to represent this expression by placing 12 positive unit tiles on
each side of the equal tile pads and then rearrange the tiles into two groups of six and three
groups of four.

Equivalent expressions also occur with variables. For example, 2x + 5x is equivalent to
3x + 4x because both expressions simplify to 7x.
With tiles and tile pads the expressions could be represented by placing seven positive variable
tiles on each side of the equal tile pads and then rearranging the tiles into a groups of two and
five on the left and groups of three and four on the right.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
20
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Lesson 2

Discovery Activity 1

SJ Page 12

Use algebra tiles for the following problems. Write an equivalent expression for each
expression below. Draw algebra tiles to represent your equivalent expression. Evaluate the
expression.
1.

Sample response: The value is 2 and an equivalent expression is

2.

Sample response: The value is –4 and an equivalent expression is

3.

Sample response: The value is –8 and an equivalent expression is

4

Sample response: The value is 6x and an equivalent expression is

Johns Hopkins University | Talent Development High Schools | Lesson 2
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Sample response: The value is –3x and an equivalent expression is

6.

Did using the algebra tiles help you write an equivalent expression? Explain your
answer below. Answers will vary.

7.

Given a choice, would you prefer to use the algebra tiles or not? Explain why or why not.
Answers will vary.

8.

Match the expressions on the left with the expressions on the right by writing the
equivalent expressions.

An equal sign does not always mean to do something, it means the two expressions are
exactly the same, or equal in value. For example, to a mathematician the following statement
is neither an expression nor a complete equation. It is not an equation; because, it does not
respresent two equivalent expressions. It is not an expression because it has an equal sign.

3x + 5x =
As stated earlier, an expression is a series of operations with numbers and/or variables.

This is an expression:

3x + 5x

An equation is two expressions set equal to each other.

This is an equation:

22

3x + 5x = 24
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9. Classify the following as equations, expressions, or neither. Explain your answer.

a. 4x + 2y + 9 = 18

Equation–has an equal sign between two expressions

b.

Expression–because it has no equal sign; it just contains
numbers, variables, and operations.

c. 18 – 2 =

Neither–because it does not have an expression after the
equal sign.

In Units 2 and 3 we learned about identities and properties. These identities and properties
can be represented on tile pads, by showing equivalent expressions. For example, the
associative property of addition represented by the equation
looks like following with algebra tiles on an equal tile pad.

10. Use algebra tiles to represent the commutative property of addition for the following
equivalent expression
Draw a sketch of the tile pad.
Sample sketch:

Johns Hopkins University | Talent Development High Schools | Lesson 2
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The identity property of addition is a property that means zero added to any expression
doesn't change the value of the expression. Zero can be represented by a zero pair of tiles on a
tile pad.
11. Write the equivalent expressions for the tile pad represented below.

The distributive property can also be represented on an equal tile pad.
12. Study the pad and equivalent expressions below.

a. Explain how the pad on the left represents
Sample response: There are three sets of x + 4.

b. Explain how the pad on the right represents
Sample response: The 3 was distributed over the x + 4.

24
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Teacher Reference
Discovery Activity 2
Guide students through an example or two of modeling equations with algebra tiles. Use the
“Thinking Outloud” strategy during this discussion. In this strategy you share your thoughts
aloud while completing a problem. You may want to reinforce on Exercise 1 that adding the
opposite is the same as subtracting. Have students work in pairs to complete the activity. Have
students share their solutions and discuss the solutions with the class.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Using algebra tiles and a tile pad, we can represent the first equation then change it to the
second equation by adding four to both sides.

1. Represent the equation 3x + 2 = 14 on a tile pad and sketch the representation below.

Subtract two from both sides to create a new equation. Show the subtraction on the pad
above. Write the new equation below.

Johns Hopkins University | Talent Development High Schools | Lesson 2
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2. For the following exercises, write an equation that represents the algebra tiles and tile
pad. Then write an equivalent equation.

28
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3. For the
following
Lesson
2 exercises, represent the equation with algebra tiles on an equal tile pad
and then add or substitute tiles to create an equivalent equation and write the new
equation.
a.

Answers will vary.

b.

Answers will vary.

c.

Answers will vary.

4. Did you find it helpful using algebra tiles? Explain below why or why not. Answers will
vary.

5. Create your own equation below and model its solution using algebra tiles. Answers will
vary.

Johns Hopkins University | Talent Development High Schools | Lesson 2
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Symbolize It!
Have students work in either pairs or groups of three or four students. Walk around the
classroom and facilitate and help students as needed. After the students have completed the
problems, bring the whole class back together and have student pairs, or groups, share their
results with the class.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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1. Draw an arrow from the equations on the left to its equivalent equation on the right.

We can create equivalent equations by completing the same operation on both sides of an
equation. For example, by adding 2 to both sides of the equation below and simplifying, we
can create equivalent equations that have the same solution.

2. Write an equivalent equation to the equation 4x + 5 = 25 by adding 5 to each side.

3. Write an equivalent equation to the equation 2x = 9 by multiplying each side by three.

We can use equivalent equations to our advantage to solve for the variable in an equation by
using opposites. For example, in the equation x – 7 = 11 , the opposite of subtracting seven is
adding seven. So, we can create another equivalent equation that reveals the value of x by
adding seven to both sides.
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4. Use equivalent equations and opposites to solve the equations below.
a.

b.

c.

d.

Clearing fractions is another method to create equivalent equations. For example, by
multiplying both sides by the product of the denominators, we create another equivalent
equation that has the same value for x.
Example 1

Example 2

5. Create equivalent equations by clearing fractions.
a.

b.
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CUT HERE

Tile Pad Cutout
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Outcome Sentences
The difference between an expression and an equation is __________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

I still need more help understanding _____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Algebra tiles made it easier to ___________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

I never knew before that ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

People think an equation means _________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

You can do the same to both sides of an equation _________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
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Opposite Operations

T.A.M.
Unit 5

In Brief
Students will develop a conceptual understanding of opposite and apply it to complete the
opposite operation in mathematical expressions and equations.

Objectives
•

Follow directions backward

•

Identify and execute the opposite operation in an equation

Shaping the Lesson
•

Emphasize to students that the opposite operation will create a zero pair or multiple of
one.

Instructional Strategies
•

Pair Share with Check

•

Whole-Class Activity

•

Cooperative Group Learning

Tools
•

Student Journal

•

“Setting the Stage” Transparency

•

Overhead Projector or other projection device

•

Cutouts for Discovery Activity 2

•

Dry-Erase Boards, Markers, Erasers

Warm Up
Problems of the Day
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Setting the Stage
Engage the class in a discussion of opposites. Use the "Setting the Stage" transparency to begin
the discussion for the game. The “Setting the Stage” activity could either be a written activity
or could be used as a game to get the students to think about doing the opposite of what is said
by the teacher or a selected student. You may want students to use the dry-erase boards to
record answers. The goal of this activity is for students to make links to opposite ideas which
will eventually lead to using opposite operations to solve equations. Note: “Nomis” is “Simon”
spelled backwards.
Sample responses:
1. Stand
2. Stop clapping your hands
3. Do not wave your arm.
4. Open your eyes
5. Do not be quiet

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 3: Setting the Stage Transparency Master

In the Land of Nomis everything is done opposite of what
is said or written down. If somebody tells you to please
be seated that would mean to continue standing. Every
phrase must start out with the words: "The Land of
Nomis says." Below is a list of pictures containing some
form of activity that is to be completed. Write the phrase
that would be necessary, in the Land of Nomis, to do
what the picture indicates is being done.

Activity

Land of Nomis Phrase
The Land of Nomis says. . .

The Land of Nomis says. . .

The Land of Nomis says. . .

The Land of Nomis says. . .

The Land of Nomis says. . .
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Discovery Activity 1
Divide the class into groups of four. This “Discovery Activity” is designed for 32 students. If your
class is larger, you may need to have more than one group work on the same task but
independently of the other group. Select the groups yourself or use the cards found at the end
of this activity. Give one card to each student. Students should form their groups according to
the images on the cards. The image on each card denotes the student's task. Students with
tickets will work on task #1 ("Hip-Hop Tickets" activity); students with arrows on the pole will
work on task #2 ("How Do I Get Back?" activity); students with numbers and question mark will
work on task #3 ("What's My Number?" activity); and students with people standing in line will
work on task #4 ("How Many in Line?" activity).
If you decide not to use the cards, hand each group a card so they know what task they are to
complete. The goal is for students to work with the concept of working backwards. The concept
will help students use the opposite operations in “Discovery Activity 2” and in later lessons to
solve equations.
Note: For “Hip-Hop Tickets,” if the group finishes before the other groups, have the students
find a pattern for “n” tickets more than half.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Group Members:
#1 ___________________________________________
#2 ___________________________________________

Hip-Hop
Tickets

#3 ___________________________________________
#4 ___________________________________________

Kenisha loves to give gifts to her friends during the December holiday season. Kenisha bought
a set of tickets to a local hip-hop concert. She was unsure how to divide up the tickets to her
three friends, so she decided to write their names on pieces of paper and then have her
younger brother, Rasheed, pull them one at a time out of a hat. The first name Rasheed
pulled was Twyla. Kenisha set aside half the tickets plus two for Twyla. Next, Rasheed pulled
Demarco’s name out of the hat. Kenisha put aside half of the remaining tickets plus two for
Demarco. Last, but not least, Rasheed pulled Venetta’s name out of the hat. Kenisha put half
the remaining tickets, plus two, in a gift envelope for Venetta. When Kenisha was all done
gift giving, she realized that she still had two tickets left for herself and her older sister.
1.

Back track Kenisha’s gift giving and determine how many tickets she
originally bought. Explain. 44. Twlya would get half (22) plus 2 for a total of 24.
Demarco would get half the remaining 20 plus 2 for a total of 12. Venetta
would get half of the remaining eight tickets plus 2 for a total of 6, leaving a
total of two for Kenisha.

2.

How many tickets did she give to Twyla? 24

3.

How many tickets did she give to Demarco? 12

4.

How many tickets did she give to Venetta? 6

5.

If Kenisha always gave three tickets more than half her tickets, how many tickets did
she originally buy? 58. Twlya would get half (29) plus 3 for a total of 32.
Demarco would get half the remaining 26 plus 3 for a total of 16. Venetta
would get half of the remaining 10 tickets plus 3 for a total of 8, leaving a
total of two for Kenisha.
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How Do I Get Back?
Group Members:
#1 _____________________________________________________________
#2 _____________________________________________________________
#3 _____________________________________________________________
#4 _____________________________________________________________
The Horgtz family went on summer vacation to Disney World®. Along the way they stopped
in many cities and kept a daily log of where they stopped and what they did. When they
finally got to their vacation destination, Mr. Horgtz wrote down the final odometer reading of
134,568 miles. However, Mrs. Horgtz noticed that they had forgotten to write the mileage
from the odometer at every stop they made. It is a family tradition that she wants to maintain
on each and every vacation. The following are the directions from their home town, St. Louis,
Missouri, to their destination of a hotel close to Orlando, Florida.
1. Begin: From St. Louis, go east on I-64 for
75 miles.
2. Turn onto I-57, go south for 47 miles.
3. Turn onto I-24, go south for 69 miles.
Stop 1: Grand Rivers, Kentucky.
4. Continue east on I-24 for 241 miles.
Stop 2: Chattanooga, Tennessee.

5. Continue east on I-24 for 7 miles.
6. Turn onto I-75, go south for 239 miles.
Stop 3: Vienna, Georgia.
7. Continue south on I-75 for 254 miles.
8. Turn onto Florida’s Turnpike, go south
for 41 miles. Stop 4: Orlando, Florida.

Starting from their destination and working backward, answer the following.
1.

What was the total mileage for the trip? 973 miles

2.

Determine the odometer reading for the beginning of the trip and each stop.

3.

Location

Odometer

St. Louis

133,595

Stop 1

133,786

Stop 2

134,027

Stop 3

134,273

Orlando

134,568

You are helping the Horgtz family get back to St. Louis. They are terrible at reading
directions to go backwards. What are the directions necessary for the Horgtz family to
get back to St. Louis? The directions to get back to the Horgtz’s family home are:
Turn onto Florida’s Turnpike and go north for 41 miles; Turn onto I-75 north,
travel for 254 miles. Stop 1: Vienna, GA; Continue on I-75N for 239 miles; Turn
onto I-24 west, for 7 miles. Stop 2: Chattanooga, TN.; Continue west on I-24 for
241 miles. Stop 3: Grand Rivers, KY.; Continue north on I-24 for 69 miles.;
Turn onto I-57 north for 47 miles.; Turn onto I-64 west for 75 miles. Arrive in
St. Louis.
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Group Members:

What’s My
Number?

#1 ________________________________________________
#2 ________________________________________________
#3 ________________________________________________
#4 ________________________________________________

In this activity, you are given a series of operations with numbers that result in a final
number. You are to find the initial number that gave the final results based on the series of
operations. Each operation is to occur before going to the next operation. For the following
problems, work backwards from the final result by doing opposite operations to find the initial
number.

1.

INITIAL
NUMBER

FINAL
NUMBER

Initial Number is 12
2.

INITIAL
NUMBER

FINAL
NUMBER

Initial Number is 5
3.

INITIAL
NUMBER

FINAL
NUMBER

Initial Number is 8
4.

INITIAL
NUMBER

FINAL
NUMBER

Initial Number is 10
5.

INITIAL
NUMBER

FINAL
NUMBER

Initial Number is 1
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How Many in Line?
Group Members:
#1 ________________________________________________
#2 ________________________________________________
#3 ________________________________________________
#4 ________________________________________________
Chike is at the end of a long line of people waiting for free tickets to a world premiere movie
starring his favorite movie stars. The line is long and Chike wants to make sure he also
receives his free tickets too so he enters the trivia challenge while waiting in line. Every time
a person receives their free tickets and Chike answers a trivia question correctly, he moves up
the line two places. For example, while the first person is receiving his/her tickets, and Chike
answers the trivia question correctly, he moves ahead so that there are now two people
behind him in line. If at one point it is possible for Chike to move only one place, he does that
instead of moving ahead two places.
For the following problems, work backward to determine how many people could have been in
front of Chike when he first stood in line. Draw a diagram for each problem and explain your
results for each problem.
1. Three people received their tickets before Chike. There are 3 possible solutions, either
9, 8, or 7 people.
Scenario 1: We add 2 people each time one buys a ticket. So there are 3 (number of
tickets sold) times 3 (person buying ticket plus the 2 people Chike moved past) for
a total of 9 people originally in front of Chike.

Scenario 2: Chike can only move one place after the third person buys his/her
ticket. There would be 3 + 3 + 2 people for a total of 8.
Scenario 3: Chike can't move any places after the third person buys his/her ticket
because he is already next in line. There would be 3 + 3 + 1 people for a total of 7.
2. Seven people received their tickets before Chike. There are anywhere from 19 to 21
people in front of Chike.
3. Ten people received their tickets before Chike.There are anywhere from 28 to 30
people in front of Chike.
4. Seventeen people received their tickets before Chike. There are anywhere from 49 to
51 people in front of Chike.
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1. Were you able to work backward to resolve the problems in your activity? Explain your
answer below.
Answers will vary.

2. How do you think working backward will help you solve equations in the next two lessons?
Answers will vary.

3. Was there anything in your activity that was difficult or gave you problems? Explain your
answer below.
Answers will vary.

4. How confident are you in completing tasks backward? Explain your answer below.
Answers will vary.
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CUT HERE

Discovery Activity 1 Cutouts
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Discovery Activity 2
Guide students through using a number line and/or algebra tiles to work through the concept
of opposite operations. Then, have pairs of students work through Exercises 3 through 6. Bring
the class back together and have a short discussion on opposite operations. Guide the students
through Exercises 7a and 7b. Then, have pairs of students complete Exercises 7 through 8.
Bring the class back together and have students share responses. Guide the students through
exercises 9a and 9b. Then, have pairs of students complete Exercise 9. Bring the class back
together and have a short discussion on opposite operations.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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We saw in the Land of Nomis that everything had to be done opposite of what was stated. In
mathematics we will often use opposites as well. The opposite of going to the right on the
number line is going to the left. There are two ways to accomplish this on a number line. One
method is to add the opposite number. If you first add a positive 5 to zero and then from that
location add a negative 5 the result is back to zero.

The other method is to complete the opposite operations. For example, if you first add a
positive 5 to zero and then subtract a positive 5 the result is also back to zero.

Notice how when we add 5 we move along the number line in the positive direction. However,
when we subtract 5 we move along the number line in the negative direction. Subtracting 5
is the same as adding a negative 5.
Using algebra tiles it might look like the following:

The other method is to complete the opposite operation. For example, if you first place 5
positive tiles on the tile pad and then subtract 5 positive tiles the result is also zero.

Notice that
subtracting a
positive is the same
result as adding a
negative.
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These same concepts are true when adding and subtracting values from a variable. For
example, if we add 7 to x, we get x + 7, then if we subtract 7 from x + 7, we are back to x.

Or if we add 7 to x to get x + 7, then add a –7 the result is also back to x.

With algebra tiles the concept may look like:

It could also look like this:

1. What is the opposite operation of addition of a number?

Subtraction

2. What is the opposite operation of subtraction of a number?

Addition

3. What is the opposite operation of multiplication of a number?
4. What is the opposite operation of division of a number?
5. What is the opposite operation of the square of a number?

Division

Multiplication
Square Root

6. What is the opposite operation of the square root of a number?

Squaring

7. For each expression below, perform the opposite operation so that the variable is the only
thing that remains. The first exercise is completed for you as an example. Teacher Note:
You may need to do some more examples with students on the overhead or
chalkboard.
a.

y + 9 – 9 = 12 – 9
y=3

b.
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d.

e.

8. In the following expressions the opposite operation was completed incorrectly. Find the
mistake and correct it. Teacher Note: These may be difficult for students.
a.

b.

c.

d.

9. Complete the opposite operation for each equation below to isolate the variable. The first
exercise has been completed for you as an example.
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b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.
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Outcome Sentences
I now know that an opposite operation is _________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

An opposite operation can be used to ____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Math often uses the idea of opposite, for example _________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

I still need more help understanding _____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 4:
Solving One–Step Equations

T.A.M.
Unit 5

In Brief
Students solve one-step equations.

Objectives
•

Students solve equations using opposite operations.

•

Students check a solution to an equation.

•

Students translate application problems into equations and solve using opposite
operations.

Shaping the Lesson
•

Emphasize to students the steps to solve an equation.

Instructional Strategies
•

Pair Share with Check

•

Discussion

•

Brainstorming

•

Guided Practice

Tools
•

Student Journal

•

“Setting the Stage” Transparencies

•

Overhead Projector or other projection device

Warm Up
Problems of the Day
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Setting the Stage
Discuss with students the importance of balance in our daily lives. How we must balance our
work, our play, sleep, and time with our family. Also, discuss with them how a set of scales
uses weights and a balance to keep things balanced.
Display “Transparency #1” on an overhead (cover the lower paragraph and picture). Have a
student read the transparency. Solicit answers from the students. Accept answers that argue:
The thin man must put two cars on the scale for every one car that strong man puts
on the scale.
Uncover the lower section of “Transparency #1” and have a student read it aloud. Display
Transparency #2 on an overhead. Have a student read the transparency. Solicit answers from
the students and have them explain their answers.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 4: Setting the Stage Transparency Master #1

Scales must maintain their balance every
time weight is added to them. Strong man's
cars weigh twice as much as thin man's cars.
Every time strong man adds a car on the
scales, how many cars must thin man add on
the scales so that the scales are balanced?
Here is the scale after strong man has added
one of his cars to the scales. Select the
appropriate picture from the group of
pictures that will balance the scale.
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One of these balance scales is correct and
three are incorrect.
•

Which one is correct?

•

Which way should the other scales lean?
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Discovery Activity 1
Guide the class in a discussion about solving one-step equations. Discuss with students the
previous lessons and how they can be used to help solve equations. Reinforce the use of the
algebra tiles so that the students understand the concepts of equivalence and opposite
operations. Remind students, from the unit on integers, that subtracting a positive is the same
as adding a negative, and subtracting a negative is the same as adding a positive.
Have students work in pairs, using the pair-share with check strategy, to complete Exercises 1
through 7 as you continue the discussion. One student does one problem and the other student
checks the first person's work. If they agree on the solutions then the student checking the work
puts her/his initials on the problem and the roles are reversed. If they disagree, they must work
their disagreement out or seek resolution from the teacher or even another student pair.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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The solution to an equation is any replacement value for the variable that makes the
equation true. To solve an equation means to find all of its solutions. For example, 4 is a
solution to the equation 3x = 12. Also, 5 and –5 are solutions to the equation x2 = 25, since
52 = 25, and (–5)2 = 25.
Using algebra tiles, our solution would look like the following:

Equation
translated into
algebra tiles.

Opposite
operation,
division

Simplify and
find
a solution

We use opposite operations to solve equations. We check the solution (or show our solution
is true) by substituting the solution into the original equation.
Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check
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1. The following equations have been solved. Determine which solutions are correct by
substituting the solution into the original equation. If the solution is incorrect, use
algebra tiles (except for larger numbers) to show why the solution is incorrect.
a.
Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check

Incorrect

Algebra Tiles Solution

Equation translated into
algebra tiles.

Opposite operations,
division

Simplify and find
a solution.

Correct answer is x = 3.
b.

Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check

Correct
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Algebraic Check

incorrect

Algebra Tiles Solution
Equation translated
into algebra tiles.

Opposite operation,
addition.

Simplify. Opposite
operation, division.

Correct answer is x = 13.

d.

Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check

Correct
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There are six main items to keep in mind when solving equations. Sometimes the order for
the steps may vary:
•

Identify which operation needs to be undone.

•

Do the opposite operation to both sides of the equation.

•

Simplify expressions when possible.

•

Keep the equal signs lined up.

•

Find a solution that makes the original equation true.

•

Check the solution with the original equation.

•

The subtraction needs to be undone.

•

The opposite operation is addition.

•

Simplify expressions

•

Keep the equal signs lined up.

•

A solution has been found.

•

Check the solution with the original equation.

For example:

The completed work on your paper should look like the following:
Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check

2. Solve each equation below. Check your answer.
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a.

Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check

b.

Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check
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c.

Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check

d.

Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check
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3. Explain below what does the opposite operation do when solving a one-step equation?
Sample response: It isolates the variable to find the solution.

4. An equation is very similar to a balance scale. The left side of the equation equals the
right side of the equation.

When solving an equation, why do we complete the same operation on both sides?
Sample response: So that we keep the equation balanced.
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5. Why is it important to check the solution? Sample response: So we know for sure our
solution is correct and we didn't make any mistake.
6. Why is it important to keep the equal signs lined up? Sample response: If we keep the
equal signs lined up we can keep track of each side of the equation to make sure
we are completing the same operation on both sides.
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Teacher Reference
Discovery Activity 2
Allow pairs of students to explore solving equations when there is a negative sign in front of the
variable. Use the Guided Practice strategy for Exercises 1 and 2. Facilitate and guide students
through example problems by first modeling a problem then completing another example
problem, as students give input. Finally, the students practice one or two problems as you walk
around the classroom helping students as needed. At the end of the activity, bring the students
together and have a few students share how they solve an equation when there is a negative
sign in front of the variable.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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1.

What number could go in the box below to make the statement true?

2.

What number could go in the box below to make the statement true?

Because –x is the same as
solving
the equation –x = 17 is the same as
solving a one operation equation by
dividing both sides by –1.

3.

What is the solution to each equation below?

Teacher Note: In exercises 4 and 5, students will need to complete more than one
step to solve the equations, because of subtracting the variable.
4.
Find the solution to each equation below. Remember to check the solution.
Teacher Note: You
may want to teach
students to rewrite
equations. For
example: 7 – x = –21
–x + 7 = –21
5.

Karen and Jacob solved –5 – x = 6 differently. Study both of their methods. Pick your
favorite method and be prepared to explain how it works and why you picked it.
Karen's Method
Karen began by adding an x to
both sides so that she could work
with positive x.

Jacob's Method
Jacob left the negative x until the
end.

Solution

Solution

Answers may vary.
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Teacher Reference
Symbolize It
Assign this activity as classwork or homework. If the activity is assigned as classwork, then
have students work individually or in groups of two to complete the exercises. Bring the class
together after the exercise has been completed and have student volunteers share their work at
the board or overhead.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Solve the following equations. Show each step necessary to solve each problem and check the
solution.

Teacher Note: You may want to
lead a discussion and have students
share strategies. Students may
share some strategies like rewriting
some of the equations.
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Outcome Sentences
I now know that a solution is ___________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

I can check the solution of an equation by ________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

An equation is similar to ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

I still need more help understanding _____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

I want to use algebra tiles to solve equations because _____________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Where the variable is negative __________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
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Solving Two-Step Equations

T.A.M.
Unit 5

In Brief
Students solve two-step equations

Objectives
•

Students solve two-step equations using opposite operations, algebra tiles, and
algebraic symbols.

•

Students check a solution to an equation.

•

Students translate application problems into algebraic equations and then solve them.

Shaping the Lesson
•

Emphasize to students the steps to solve two-step equations and how the order of using
the opposite operations to solve equations differs from the order for evaluating
expressions using PEMDAS.

Instructional Strategies
•

Pair Share with Check

•

Discussion

•

Brainstorming

Tools
•

Student Journal

•

“Setting the Stage” Transparency

•

Overhead Projector or other projectiondevice

•

Calculators

•

Dry-Erase Boards, Markers, Erasers

Warm Up
Problems of the Day
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Teacher Reference
Setting the Stage
Ask students if anyone knows a two-step dance. Maybe they know the "Texas Two-Step," or
"California Two-Step," or even "Unk's Two-Step" dance/song. Discuss with them what these
dances have in common, two steps. Display the overhead transparency making sure to cover
the lower half.
Continue the discussion by asking the students if they can think of any other activity or task
that requires two steps, like getting your feet ready to go outside (socks and then shoes).
Have students record the activities on dry-erase boards. You may want to keep the list on the
overhead or board.
Sample response:

Activity/Task

Step 1

Step 2

Covering Feet

Socks

Shoes

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Dance, dance, dance. Ever hear of a
2-step dance? How many steps do
you think the dance has? Are you
familiar with the Texas Two-Step or
the California Two-Step? How
about Unk's Two-Step dance and
song?
All these dances have a common theme, two steps. Of
course there are actually more than two steps, but the
basic format is two steps. For example, a 16th century
dance known as pavane, has two steps: simples (single
steps) and doubles (double steps).
The standard Two-Step dance has the following basic
two-step pattern:
• LEFT–Right — LEFT–(touch)
• RIGHT–Left — RIGHT–(touch)
What are the two steps in Unk's Two-Step dance? Can
anybody demonstrate a two-step dance?
What other types of activities or tasks can you think of
that require two steps or processes?
Activity

Step One

Step Two
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Teacher Reference
Discovery Activity
Discuss with students how concepts from the previous lessons can be used to help solve
equations. For example, “How does the order of operations affect solving two-step equations?”
Another question might be: “When solving two-step equations, does the order in which we
solve the equations stay the same as when we evaluated expressions?” You might want to
start with a two-step expression to be evaluated, to show them that when evaluating
expressions we used PEMDAS (order of operations) to evaluate expressions. Replace part of
one term in the expression with a variable, like x, and add an equal sign and then the value of
the expression after the equal sign. The whole idea is to show the students that solving
equations is the reverse process of evaluating an expression, and hence the order in which we
use the opposite operation to solve an equation is different than PEMDAS. Note: You may
want to inform them that the reverse PEMDAS method isn’t the only method but it is the
easiest and usually avoids fractions in the answer until the last operation has been
completed. Also, if the equation involves a fractional equation, like
then the
fraction bar (division) is always undone first.
For example, let’s use 4(5) + 6 and the above process to model for the students. In order to
evaluate this expression we would perform the multiplication first and then the addition.
Here are the steps with results:
perform the multiplication first
perform the addition second
Now, let’s replace the 5 with the variable x, add our equal sign and the above result of 26 to
get 4x + 6 = 26. We can use parallel modeling to solve this equation by performing our
opposite operations and maintaining equivalent equations as shown in Lesson 2, while the
students solve a similar type of problem. Have the students model along with you using the
example problem in the table below while you model solving the equation above on the
overhead projector.
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Reinforce the use of algebra tiles so that the students understand the concepts of equivalence
and opposite operations (undo operations).
Have a student volunteer read the paragraph before Exercise 1. Use the guided practice
strategy to lead students through solving Exercise 1. Have the students do Exercise 2
individually and ask for student volunteers to share their results. Using the overhead algebra
tiles, model how Exercise 1 would be solved using algebra tiles.
Have a student volunteer read the paragraph on the eight main items to keep in mind when
solving two-step equations. Go through the example that is provided after the eight steps
pointing out to the students each step along the way. Show the students the algebraic solution
and then the algebraic check. Make it a point to show the students, during the algebraic
check, that they are just evaluating an expression on the left, using PEMDAS, to get the
expression on the right. We want the students making the connection that an equation really
represents an evaluated expression and that is the reason equations are usually solved in
reverse order as evaluating expressions because we are trying to get back to the very first
step that was performed in the evaluation of the original expression.
For Exercises 2 through 5, have the students work in pairs using the pair-share with check
strategy. One student does one problem and the other student checks the first person’s work.
If they agree on the solutions then the student checking the work puts her/his initials on the
problem and the roles are reversed. If they disagree with the solution then they must work
their disagreement out or seek resolution from the teacher or even another student pair. After
the students have completed the exercises, bring the class back together and have student
volunteers share their results on the exercises. Multiple explanations from students for
Exercise 3 are very important for their understanding in solving two-step equations.
Have the students get back into their pairs for Exercise 6. You may want to guide students
through 6a together as a class both algebraically and using the algebra tiles. Bring the class
together after the students have completed Exercise 6 and have student volunteers share
their results and model their results using the overhead algebra tiles.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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In the last lesson we learned how to solve one-step equations. In this activity
we'll learn to solve two-step equations. We know from the name that we will
have to use two steps to solve these equations.
1. How does the order of operations and PEMDAS affect the way we will be
solving two-step equations? Sample response: When solving two-step
equations, we use the order of operations in the reverse order. For
example, we undo addition and subtraction before multiplication
and division.
Let's take a look at solving a two-step equation. For example, find all the
solutions to the equation 2x – 3 = 3.
Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check

2. What opposite (undo) operation was done first and why? Answers may vary. A sample
answer might be: Addition was done first because it is the opposite of subtraction
and subtraction is one of the last operations in PEMDAS (order of operations)
and we solve equations in the opposite order of PEMDAS.
Using algebra tiles, the solution would look like:
Step 1:
Opposite operation of
subtraction is addition
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Add three to both sides.

Simplify.

Step 2:
Opposite operation of
multiplication is division.
Divide both sides into two
equal groups.
Simplify by eliminating
the extra group.
As you can see, using the algebra tiles is the same as before, except now there are two main
steps instead of one.
One-step equations have six main items to keep in mind. There are eight main items to keep
in mind when solving two-step equations. Sometimes the order for the steps may vary.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
For example:

Identify which operations need to be undone.
Identify which operation is to be undone first.
Do the first opposite operation to both sides of the equation and
simplify if necessary.
Do the second opposite operation to both sides of the equations
Simplify expressions when possible.
Keep the equal signs lined up (for organization only).
Find a solution that makes the original equation true.
Check the solution with the original equation.

Solve 2x –17 = 51
•
•

The subtraction needs to be undone first
The opposite operation is addition

•

Simplify expressions
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•
•

Multiplication needs to be undone next
The opposite operation is division

•
•
•

Equal signs are kept lined up
A solution has been found
Check the solution with the original equation

The completed work on your paper should look like the following:
Algebraic Solution
Algebraic Check

3. Solve each equation below, check your answer.
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a.

Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check

b.

Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check
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c.

Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check

d.

Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check

4.

Can two-step equations be solved, using undo operations, in the same order as
evaluating expressions using PEMDAS (order of operations)? Explain your answer.
Sample response: No. When solving two-step equations, the undo operations
are usually done in the reverse order compared to evaluating expressions
using PEMDAS.

5.

How many arithmetic operations are usually contained in two-step equations?
Explain your answer. Sample response: There are usually two arithmetic
operations in two-step equations. Because each operation will need to be
undone, there are two undo operations in each two-step equation.
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To calculate the amount of money you have in an investment with
simple interest, you must use the following formula: S = P + Prt where S
is the future value of an investment, P is the principal (the amount
invested in dollars), r is the simple interest rate (as a decimal value), t is
time in years.
6.
How long will it take for an investment of $10,000, at a simple
interest rate of 5% (what is the decimal equivalent?), to be
have a future value of $12,500?
Algebraic Solution

7.

Algebraic Check

The following equations have been solved. Determine which solutions are correct by
substituting the solution into the original equation. If the solution is incorrect, use
algebra tiles (except for larger numbers) to determine the correct solution.
a.

Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check

Algebra Tiles Solution
Equation translated into
algebra tiles

Opposite operation, division

Simplify. Opposite operation,
subtraction.

Simplify and find solution.
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Algebraic Check

Correct

c.

Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check

Incorrect
Algebra Tiles Solution
Equation translated
into algebra tiles.

Opposite operation,
addition.

Simplify. Opposite
operation, division.
Correct answer is
x = 11.
d.

Algebraic Solution

Algebraic Check
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Solve the equations below, and don't forget to check your work!
1.

x=4

2.

x=4

3.

y = –14

4.

x = 17

5.

z = –79

6.

x=5

7.

x = 17

8.

y = –3

9.

y = 21

10.

x = –166
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Outcome Sentences
I know that to solve a two-step equation I must __________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

I will use the order of operations to ______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

I am comfortable solving two-step equations because _____________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

I still need more help understanding _____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 6:
Tables & Graphs

T.A.M.
Unit 5

In Brief
Students investigate three methods of representing a relation: words, tables, and graphs.

Objectives
•

Model and solve contextualized problems using multiple representations.

Shaping the Lesson
•

Activities embedded in contextual settings are designed to develop students'
understanding of tables and graphs.

•

When using the guided practice strategy you may want to shift, partially or completely,
from the self-checking mode to a strategy that involves more direct instruction, such as
the “thinking aloud” strategy.

Instructional Strategies
•

Think Aloud Strategy

•

Pass it Along

•

Discussion

•

“What” Questions

•

Guided Practice

•

Pair Share with Check

Tools
•

Candy

•

Transparencies

•

Overhead Projector or other projection device

•

Student Journal

•

Overhead Markers

•

Graphing Paper

•

“Setting the Stage” Transparency

Warm Up
Problems of the Day
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Teacher Reference
Setting the Stage
Discuss with students that any object looks different depending how we view it. If we look at
the top of the object, it could look different from the bottom of the same object. Also, side views
can be different top and bottom views, as well as from the front and rear views. Display on an
overhead projector the transparency showing the six different views of the airplane.
Even though the object is viewed in many different ways, it is still the same object. Collect two
to four objects from home or school. Divide students into groups of 4. Give each group an object
(You may want to have the same object in two groups.) Groups draw and write a description of
their object on a transparency, so that they will easily be able to share their results with the
class. Have the groups give a list of attributes that they observe for each view and give a
comparison as to why the list is possibly different in each view. You could use the following
views:
• Top view
• Bottom view
• Side view
• Front view
• Back view
• Angle view
After the students have drawn and written about their object, bring the class together and have
each group, or several groups, share their results and drawings.
The concept of looking at an object from different viewpoints and looking at relationships with
tables, graphs, and equations will relate to the lesson.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Here are six different views of the same airplane. Notice
how, in some views, the plane looks different than other
views. It may look different, but it is still the same
airplane.

Top View

Bottom View

Front View

Rear View

Side View

Angle View
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Discovery Activity
Lead a discussion with your students on how to represent relations with words, tables, and
graphs. In Lesson 4, we talked about equivalence as it relates to expressions and equations.
In this lesson, we will talk about the equivalent methods of representing relations.
Have the students work in groups of 3 or 4 members on Exercises 1 through 6. Monitor the
students’ progress as they work on the activity. You may need to guide students through parts
of Exercises 1 through 6. After students finish, bring the whole class together and have some
groups share their work.
After you have discussed Exercises 1 through 6 with students, assign each group one exercise
from Exercises 7 through 10. The goal is for students to experience a new scenario and create
two of the three methods of representing a relation based on the method that is given. At
least one question is given for each exercise that forces the students to use one or more of the
representations to solve a problem.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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In "Setting the Stage," we saw many different views of the same object. The object may have
looked different from the different views, but it was still the same object. Similarly, in this
activity, you will look at four different views of the same information. You will study
relations that can be represented with ordered pairs, words, tables, and graphs.
To begin learning about these four different representations you will explore Kenroy’s fundraising problem. The words in the paragraph below describe Kenroy's situation.
Kenroy is raising money for a class trip by selling chocolate bars. He
makes $1.75 for each chocolate bar that he sells. Kenroy would like to
meet the minimum amount of $35.00 for the cost of the trip. Kenroy
would also like to keep track of the number of bars he sells and the profit
he makes because there is a prize for the student who can raise the most
money. The prize is a new mp3 player.
The words in a paragraph often give the information we need for a relation
problem, but to better understand the problem sometimes it helps to build a
table.
1. Using what you know from the paragraph complete the table below.
Number of Bars Sold
0

Money Collected (Profit)
$ 0.00

1

$ 1.75

2

$ 3.50

3

$ 5.25

a. What information does the table show that the paragraph does not?
Answers will
vary. Sample response: The table shows four situations of selling the chocolate
bars instead of just the price of one bar.

b. On a separate sheet of paper extend the table until it shows the number of bars needed
for the cost of the trip. How many bars would Kenroy need to sell to pay for the trip?
Kenroy would need to sell 20 bars. It is valuable for students to extend for two
reasons. Student will see that extending a table for many rows is tedious and
they may actually see a pattern early on that they can use.
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A table is built with sets of numbers that we call ordered pairs to represent the relationship.
A single ordered pair is represented by one row of the table. Ordered pairs are often written
with parenthesis. For example, we know that if Kenroy sells 2 chocolate bars he will have a
$3.50 profit. The ordered pair that would represent this relationship between the number of
bars sold and the profit is (2, 3.50).
2. What ordered pair would represent the relationship between the number of bars sold and
profit when Kenroy sells 10 bars?
(10, 17.50)
3. What ordered pair represents the relationship between the number of bars sold and profit
when Kenroy finally makes enough for the class trip?
(20, 35.00)

A table of ordered pairs is one way to organize many ordered pairs quickly and neatly.

4. How many ordered pairs does your table in Exercise 1b represent? 21
Teacher Note: Some students may not remember to count the first ordered pair
of (0, 0).

The first coordinate of a set of ordered pairs is known as the independent variable and the
second coordinate is called the dependent variable. An independent variable is a value that
may be freely chosen without consideration of the other variable. The dependent variable is a
value that depends on the independent variable. The independent and dependent variables
are generally the titles of the columns in the table.

5. The second column in your table that shows profit represents the dependent variable,
while the first column of number of bars sold represents the independent variable.
Describe why the profit depends on the number of bars sold. Sample response:
Because you have to sell a chocolate bar in order to get the money for the bar, the
money depends on the number of bars that you sell.

Another way to represent the relationship of number of bars sold to profit is with a graph. In
Unit 4, you learned about graphing ordered pairs on a Cartesian coordinate system. You
learned that the first value of an ordered pair represented the x-value and the second value
represented the y-value. You may want to think of an ordered pair as (x, y) or (independent
variable, dependent variable). On the graph, the x-value (independent variable) is the
horizontal coordinate and the y-value (dependent variable) is the vertical coordinate.
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6. Graph the table of ordered pair from Exercise 1b on the following Cartesian coordinate
graph. Don't forget to label the axes based on the independent variable and dependent
variable.

a. Explain below how the representations with the three different methods (words, table
of ordered pairs, graph) are different.
Answers will vary.

b. Explain below how the representations with the three different methods (words, table
of ordered pairs, graph) are similar.
Answers will vary

c. With which method are you most comfortable?
Answers will vary.
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7. Kendra read about how tea was discovered in China thousands of years ago. She also
learned that the Chinese developed porcelain and made tea cups out of it. The Chinese
also placed a top on their tea cups to keep the tea hot longer. Kendra decided to do a little
experiment. She boiled some water and placed a tea bag in the hot water.
She then placed a thermometer in the hot water and waited until the
thermometer's temperature stopped rising when it reached equilibrium
temperature with the tea. She recorded this temperature of 93.9° Celsius
and reset her stop watch to zero minutes. Every three minutes, for thirty
minutes, she recorded the temperature from the thermometer. She recorded
the following results for the tea temperature: at zero minutes it was 93.9°,
at three minutes it was 84.3°, at six minutes it was 77.2°, at nine minutes it was 71.3°, at
12 minutes it was 66.9°, at 15 minutes it was 62.9°, at 18 minutes it was 59.4°, at 21
minutes it was 56.2°, at 24 minutes it was 53.6°, at 27 minutes it was 51.3°, and at 30
minutes it was 49.1°.
a. Create a table of ordered pairs that represent the data. Look at students table.
b. Create a graph of the table.

Look at students’ graph.

c. What is the independent variable?
d. What is the dependent variable?

Minutes
Temperature

e. By studying the graph or the table, predict when you think the tea would reach room
temperature of 20° Celsius. Answers will vary. 60 minutes
8. Momand was doing a report on California for his social studies class. One of the
requirements for the report was the population for the census years 1920 through 1980 for
the state the student selected. Momand went to the school library and asked the librarian
for a copy of the World Almanac (one of the resources that the teacher had cited). Momand
looked up and found the information he needed. Momand recorded the following census
information (he made a note that the population was in millions. He did this to save
writing a lot of zeros): In 1920 the population was three, 1930 population was six, 1940
population was seven, 1950 population was 11, 1960 population was 16, 1970 population
was 20, 1980 population was 23.
a. Create a table of ordered pairs that represent the data. Look at students’ table.
b. Create a graph of the table.

Look at students’ graph.

c. What is the independent variable?
d. What is the dependent variable?

Year
Population

e. By studying the graph or the table, predict what you think the population would have
been in 2000.
Answers will vary. The actual population in 2000 was
approximately 34 million.
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9.

Study the following table. Determine what you believe is the independent and dependent
variable, then write a story that matches the table.
Number of Hours After Outbreak

Number of Computers Infected

0

100

4

316

8

1,336

12

3,169

16

10,028

20

31,735

Independent variable: Number of Hours After Outbreak. Dependent variable:
Number of Computers Infected. Sample Story: Bandhura read an article that the
number of computers infected by a virus increased quickly in the first 24 hours.
At the start of the virus outbreak, 100 computers were infected. By the fourth
hour 316 computers were infected, the eighth hour 1,336 computers were infected,
the 12th hour 3,169 computers were infected, the 16th hour 10,028 computers were
infected, and by the 20th hour 31,735 computers were infected.
a. Draw a graph of the table and label it appropriately. See students’ graph.
b. Predict what would happen at 24 hours.
Sample response: At 24 hours there
would be approximately 100,000 computers infected.
10. Study the following table. Determine what you believe is the independent and dependent
variable, then write a story that matches the table.
Age of Babies in Months

Weight of Babies in Pounds

0

8

3

13.5

6

17.5

9

20.5

12

23

18

26

Reggie was interested in becoming a pediatrician. For a report in his science
class on the growth of babies, Reggie went to the school library and was able to
obtain the following data concerning the age and weight of babies in the 50th
percentile. At birth the babies weighed 8 pounds on average, at 3 months they
weighed 13. 5 pounds, at 6 months they weighed 17.5 pounds, at 9 months they
weighed 20.5 pounds, at 12 months they weighed 23 pounds, at 18 months they
weighed 26 pounds.
a. Draw a graph of the table and label it appropriately.

See students’ graph.

b. By studying the graph or the table, predict what would happen at 24 months.
Sample response: At 24 months the 50th percentile for babies would be
approximately 28 pounds.
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Blank Table

Blank Grid
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Math at Work
Two different exercises are given so that students can practice representing relations with
tables and graphs. Assign this activity as homework.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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1. Study the graph below.

a. Create a table below that matches the graph.
Sample table:

Year

Number of Runway Hits

1990

270

1991

240

1992

225

1993

180

1994

195

1995

240

b. Determine the dependent and independent variables. Independent variable is
year and dependent variable is Number of Runway Near Hits

c. Write a story below that matches the graph and table. Sample response: The
number of near misses as planes took off or landed at all the airports in the
United States began to decline in the early 90s and then began to increase
again.
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2. Study the table of ordered pairs below.
Pairs of Socks

Total Amount Paid

1

$ 3.00

2

$ 6.00

3

$ 9.00

4

$ 12.00

5

$ 15.00

a. Determine the independent and dependent variables in the table and create a story
that matches the table. Sample response: The independent variable is Pairs of
Socks and dependent variable is Total Amount Paid. Manuel runs an online
clothing store. He buys socks for $3.00 a pair to stock his inventory. He likes to
keep track of his inventory with tables and graphs.
b. Create a graph that matches the table. Make sure to label the axes and units on the
graph.
Check students’ graphs.

c. If the total amount paid is $51.00, how many pairs of socks will be listed? Seventeen
pairs of socks will be listed.
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Outcome Sentences
Now I know that a dependent variable is _________________________________________________
and an independent variable is __________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

The activity helped me to understand that _______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

On a graph, the _____________________________________________ variable is on the horizontal
axis and the ____________________________________________________________ variable is on
the horizontal axis.

I still need more help understanding _____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

You can represent relations as __________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

I think tables __________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
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Patterns

T.A.M.
Unit 5

In Brief
Students explore patterns to determine a matching equation.

Objectives
•

Model and solve contextualized problems using various representations, such as words,
tables, graphs, and equations

Shaping the Lesson
•

Lead students through the explorations of functions in verbal, tabular, graphical, and
symbolic forms. With technology, you may take them even further into explorations of
application problems.

Instructional Strategies
•

Pass it Along

•

Discussion

•

Guided Practice

•

Group Work

•

Pair Share with Check

Tools
•

Transparencies

•

Student Journal

•

Calculator

•

“Setting the Stage” Transparency

•

Overhead Projector or other projection device

•

Dry-Erase Boards, Markers, Erasers

Warm Up
Problems of the Day
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Setting the Stage
Place the “Setting the Stage” transparency on the overhead. Cover the bottom two patterns and
reveal the first pattern. Ask the students to write a rule that describes the pattern on their dryerase boards. Students may come up with different rules to describe the pattern. You may want
to pick a few different rules and talk with the class about the advantages of the different rules.
Some students may want to write out a rule in words, while others may want to write it with
an equation.
Uncover the second pattern. Again, have the students write the rule on the dry-erase boards
and then have some students share. You may want to ask students if they could use their rule
to determine the cost if their bill was for 22 minutes over the 300 minutes.
Uncover the final pattern. With this pattern, students may want to describe the actual objects
that make the pattern or they may just choose to talk about the number of squares in the
pattern.
Sample responses:
Pattern 1: Start at 131 and add four each time. A math rule may be 4x + 131.
Pattern 2: The bill will equal $45.00 plus $0.40 times each minute over. A math rule
may be 0.4x + 45.
Pattern 3: The pattern grows by four squares each time. The squares are stacked on the
right, always keeping the row of squares two high with an extra single square on the
right. A math rule for the number of squares is y = 4x + 3.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Look at the following patterns and make a
rule or statement that describes the pattern if
it were to continue.
Pattern 1:
131, 135, 139, 143, …
Pattern 2:
Cell Phone Bill Pattern

Pattern 3:
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Discovery Activity
Discuss with students how material is usually folded into layers when it is sold. The number of
layers depends on the thickness of the material. Break the students into their groups of 2, 3, or
4. Have the groups work through Exercises 1 through 5. Note: You may want to give each group
one or two pieces of construction paper and have them create the layers and actually cut them
into sections.
Bring all the students back together and have volunteers share their results. Ask is students
noticed a pattern to the number of sections and layers. Encourage students to write their rule
as a math expression or equation if they have not done so already. You may want to test their
rule by building a table and checking it by input and output.
Before students complete Exercise 6, guide the students on how to create a mathematical rule
that matches the pattern. A blank table has been provided for students to fill in while you direct
them. You may have various ways to help them with the pattern. The method given basically
helps students start with expressions that match the number of sections based on the number
of cuts. The pattern can continue until the students see that each time the value is always one
more than three times the number of cuts.
Now have the groups complete Exercise 6 to solidify their understanding on how to determine
a rule to match the pattern.
After Exercise 6 you may want to guide students through a comparison of the graph and the
equation. With a little guidance students should be able to see that the slope is equal to the
number that is being multiplied and that the y-intercept is equal to one (number of sections
before the first cut).
A final extension that you may want to have students explore is to ask them, "What if the fabric
was folded into m layers and the seamstress made n cuts. What would be the equation that
represents the pattern?" A basic solution would be y = mx + 1 where x is the number of cuts, m
is the number of layers, and y is the number of sections.
TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Seamstresses and tailors buy fabric for the clothes they make at special fabric stores, like JoAnne Fabrics™. They use this fabric to make the clothes people order or to reupholster
furniture. The store usually folds the fabric in several layers, depending on the thickness of
the fabric.
A seamstress/tailor bought some fabric to reupholster a client's furniture. The fabric was
folded in only three layers due to its thickness (see Figure A below). The seamstress/tailor is
going to cut the fabric he/she bought.
Figure A

1. Before cutting the fabric how many different sections of fabric were there?
One piece of fabric.
2. If the seamstress/tailor were to cut these three layers as in Figure B, how many sections
would he/she make?
Four

3. If the seamstress/tailor were to cut these three layers as in Figure C, how many sections
would he/she make?
Seven
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4. Use the table below to keep track of the number of sections of fabric, if the
seamstress/tailor were to continue cutting the three layers of fabric.
Number of Cuts

Number of Sections

0

1

1

4

2

7

3

10

4

13

a. Describe the pattern for the number of sections with words.
Sample response: The number of sections begins with one and then increases
by three for each new cut.

b. What is independent variable?

Number of cuts

c. What is dependent variable?

Number of sections

d. Graph the ordered pairs on the grid below from the table.

5. In your group, brainstorm what possible equations or expressions may best describe the
pattern. Be prepared to present your equation and explain why you think it matches the
pattern.
Answers may vary. The goal of this section is to link to students’ prior knowledge
before guiding them through how to determine an equation.
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Your teacher will guide you through using your table to determine an equation that
represents the pattern. Write notes in the table provided below.
Input/Independent
Variable

Output/Dependent
Variable

Number of Cuts

Number of Sections

Addition
Expression

Simplified
Expression

0

1

1

1 + 3(0)

1

4

1+3

1 + 3(1)

2

7

1+3+3

1 + 3(2)

3

10

1+3+3+3

1 + 3(3)

4

13

1+3+3+3+3

1 + 3(4)

c

3c + 1

1 + 3 + 3 + ...

1 + 3(c)

Equation: s = 3c + 1, where s is the number of sections and c is the number of cuts.
6. If the seamstress/tailor used lightweight fabric that was folded into four layers, what is
the equation that represents the number of sections for each cut? Use a table or graph as
needed.
Equation: s = 4c + 1, s is the number of sections and c is the number of cuts.
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Math at Work
We saw during the “Discovery Activity” that there was a pattern to the number of sections based
on the number of layers and the number of cuts. More layers as well as more cuts gave more
sections. We were able to write a rule to determine how many sections there would be based on
the number of layers and the number of cuts. In this “Math at Work,” we will continue writing
rules for input/output tables and graphs; use rules to create an input/output table; and write an
application problem for the rule. You may want to work through Exercise 1 with the students.
For Exercise 4, slopes of the lines, the students will graph, represents the numerical values of
gravity for both the moon and the earth, respectively. See if the students make the connection
that as the weight increases by one pound, the force increases by the gravity value. You may
want to assign these problems as homework to reinforce both this lesson and the previous two
lessons.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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1. Daryl is 15 years old and his brother is 12. Two years from now, Daryl will be 17 years old
and his brother will be 14 years old. Complete the table below and write a rule for Daryl's
brother's age base on Daryl's age.
Rule
Brother's Age is equal to Daryl's age
minus three.
b=d–3

2. For the rule given below, create a table and write an application problem to match the
rule.
Rule
Salary is equal to $9.25 times hours
worked.
S = 9.25h
Answers will vary both for the table and the application problem. A sample
response might be: Jameel was paid $9.25 per hour for the job he had at a local
pet store.
3. The force of an object depends on the product of its mass and gravity. The following table
represents the force of objects on earth based on their mass. Write a rule for the force of
an object with a certain mass on our planet.
Rule
Force is equal to 9.8 times mass.
F = 9.8m

a. What is the value of gravity on our planet (what number did we have to multiply the
mass by to obtain the force)? The value of gravity on our planet is 9.8 because
dividing force by mass always results in 9.8.
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4. The force of an object depends on the product of its mass and gravity. The following table
represents the force of objects on the moon based on their mass. Complete the table and
write a rule for the force of an object with a certain mass on the moon and graph the table
of values.
Rule
Force is equal to 1.6 times mass.
F = 1.6m

a. What is the value of gravity on the moon (what number did we have to multiply the
mass by to obtain the force)?
The value of gravity on the moon is 1.6 because
dividing force by mass always results in 9.8.
b. What is the ratio of the moon's gravity to that of earth's gravity?
The ratio of the
moon's gravity to the earth's gravity is 1.6/9.8 or approximately 1/6.
c. Graph the data table above, along with the data table for Exercise 3, on the
same coordinate axes. Remember to properly label your horizontal and vertical axes.
What can you say about the slope of each line? Answers may vary. A sample
response might be: The slope of one line represents gravity on the moon while
the slope of the other line represents gravity on earth.
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Use the following graph to create an input/output table. Write a rule for the pattern in
the table. The graph below shows the relationship between velocity and momentum of
a 50 kilogram object.
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Lesson 8:
Introduction to Functions

T.A.M.
Unit 5

In Brief
Students look at the history of functions and apply it to the context of tables, graphs, and
equations.

Objectives
•

Determine if a relation is a function

•

Change an equation into function notation

Shaping the Lesson
•

Students explore functions in verbal, tabular, graphical, and symbolic form.

•

Use graphing technology to support application problems.

Instructional Strategies
•

Pass it Along

•

Discussion

•

Outcome Sentences

•

Counting Off

•

Pair Share with Check

Tools
•

Transparencies

•

Student Journal

•

“Setting the Stage” Transparency

•

Overhead Projector or other projection device

•

Overhead Markers

Warm Up
Problems of the Day
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Setting the Stage
Before displaying the “Setting the Stage” transpanrency, have students spend between one and
two minutes brainstorming individually to create a list of terms associated with the term
“relations.” Have students compare their list with three other students (forming a group of
four). Randomly select groups to share their list with the class. You may want to have a student
volunteer create a complete list from the groups that presented. Ask the other groups if they
have any additions to the list and finalize the list. Have students write the displayed list in their
journal.
Display the transparency. Lead a discussion that bridges from Lessons 6 and 7 to this “Setting
the Stage.” Basically, students will review what they know about representing a relationship
with word, tables, graphs, and equations.
The goal for this “Setting the Stage” is to create a scenario that can be revisited as you guide
students through the term and concept of function, later in the “Historical Review.”
You may want to talk with students about the input and output as well as the independent and
dependent variables and link these concepts to the x and y variables.
You also may want to ask the students to determine the pressure on the submarine when it is
500 feet below the surface of the water. Approximately 240 pounds per square inch.
1. Equations may vary but should be equivalent to y = 0.45x + 14.7.
2. The independent variable is feet below the surface of water. The dependent variable
is water pressure on the submarine.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Gavin is a marine
engineer and was
excited about
taking the new
research submarine down 500 feet to study an
old shipwreck. The last thing he had to do was
program the onboard computer to display the
outside pressure on the hull of the submarine. As
the submarine descends the pressure will
drastically increase. When the submarine is at
the surface the pressure is 14.7 pounds per
square inch. For every foot the submarine
descends the pressure will increase by 0.45
pounds per square inch.
The program that Gavin used was based on an
equation that would output the pressure when
the input was a certain amount of feet below the
surface of the water.
1.

Write an equation that outputs the
pressure when the input is a certain
amount of feet below the surface of the
water. Let x be the input and y be the
output.

2.

What are the dependent and independent
variables for the equation?
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Teacher Reference
Direct Instruction
Have student volunteers read History of Functions to the whole class. Discuss with students the
history of the development of functions. Mention some of the famous mathematicians who were
involved with the development of functions.
Read the historical definitions of functions to students and then interact with students as you
solicit help from them to answer Exercises 1 through 4.
As you guide students you may want to give some examples of functions in the real world. For
example:
•

Location and time. We can only be at one location in any moment of time.

•

Buying clothes. There is (usually) only one price tag on an item we buy (yes, sometimes
mistakes are made and there is more than one. But laws have been passed to protect the
consumer and they receive the item at the lowest price of any price tag on the item).

•

Buying items from a vending machine. We input our money and we get one output (again
glitches arise and sometimes we could get two, and sometime we could get none).

Review the different definitions of what a function was originally defined to be compared with
the definition used today. Explain the function notation, like f(x), and how it replaces the
dependent variable. Mention that other names for the input and output are domain and range.
We are working toward building students’ mathematical vocabulary and their algebraic
thinking skills.
Have a student volunteer read the paragraph on the vertical line test. Display the “Direct
Instruction Transparency” on the overhead. Have student volunteers compe up and use the
vertical line test to determine if the graph represents a function. Have the students complete
Exercise 4, and ask for student volunteers to share their results with the class.
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The History of Functions
• Egyptians and Babylonians: Worked with tables of data.
• Galileo Galilei (1564–1642): Studied the concept
of gravity and is considered to be the father of
modern experimental physics. He was also the
first person to use the telescope to study the
heavens.
• Francois Viete (1540–1603): Developed modern algebraic notation.
• Jonhannes Kepler (1571–1630): Studied the movements of the
planets and stated three laws of planetary motion.
• Rene Descartes (1596–1650): Introduced analytic geometry which
unified algebra and geometry.
• Pierre De Fermat (1601–1665): Founder of modern Number Theory
and co-founder of analytic geometry.
• Isaac Newton (1642–1727): Prominent
physicist. One of Newton's most extraordinary
discoveries was that the motion of a body of
mass (m) is not linearly related to the force (f)
acting upon that body. The functional
relationship for the acceleration (a) of a body is
expressed by f=ma, commonly known as
Newton's second law of motion.
• Leonhard Euler (1707–1783): Introduced most of the modern
terminology and notation. Also stated the first definition of what a
function was in 1734.
• Lejeunne Dirichlet (1805–1859): Defined functions as a
correspondence; defined permissible values for x as the domain and
the values assumed by y as the range.
• Georg Cantor (1845–1918): Creator of Set Theory. Established the
one-to-one correspondence between sets.
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The History of Functions
•

A function f(x) is any algebraic expression involving variables and constants defined by an
equation or graph (1734).

•

If two variables, x and y, are also related, so that whenever a value is assigned to x there
is automatically assigned, by some rule of correspondence, a value to y, then we say y is a
"function" of x (1837).

•

A function, f, is any set of ordered pairs such that if (x1, y1) is an ordered pair of f, (x2, y2)
is an ordered pair of f, and if x1 = x2, then y1 = y2. The set of all first elements of the
ordered pairs is called the "domain" of the function and the set of all second elements of
the ordered pairs is called the "range" of the function (late 1800s).

Modern Definition of Functions
A function is a correspondence (also known as a relation) between a first set, called the
domain, and a second set, called the range, such that each member of the domain corresponds
to exactly one member of the range.
An equation for the water pressure program that Gavin wrote could be y = 0.45x + 14.7.
1. Read the historic definition of 1837 and compare the equation with the definition. Explain
how the equation meets the qualifications of the definition.
Sample response: There are two variables x and y. For each value assigned to x
there is a value assigned to y by the rule 0.45x + 14.7.
Using function notation, the dependent variable, y, is replaced with f(x) and now looks like:
f(x) = 0.45x + 14.7
2. Are there any differences between today’s definition of function and the 1734 definition? If
so, explain the difference. Answers may vary. A sample response might be: Yes, the
definitions are different. The 1734 definition includes any equation or graph,
while today’s definition is more specific about the types of relations that describe
a function.
3. Using the modern definitions, separate the terms below into two categories.
x

y

range

domain
input

Category 1
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output

independent variable
x-value

dependent variable

y-value
Category 2
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A very important feature of a function is noted in the modern definition. In a function, each
domain member corresponds to exactly one member of the range.
This information leads to the vertical line test to determine if an equation or relation can
also be a function. The vertical line test will determine if there is only one y-value for each
x-value. If there is more than one y-value for any x-value then the equation or relation cannot
be a function. To perform the vertical line test you need to graph the equation or relation and
then slide a vertical line across the graph. If the vertical line crosses only one point at a time
then the equation or relation is also a function.
4. Complete the following table for the equation y = 0.45 + 14.7 and then graph the ordered
pairs.
Below Surface of Water in Feet

Pressure on Submarine Hull in
Pounds per Square Inch

0

14.7

10

19.2

20

23.7

30

28.2

40

32.7

50

37.2

a. Using a pencil or ruler, slide it vertically across the graph. Is Gavin's program a
function? Explain your answer below. Yes. It is a function since the vertical line
only touches the graph at exactly one point, for each x, as we slide the vertical
line along the graph.
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Teacher Reference
Discovery Activity
Students work in pairs or groups of 3 or 4 to complete the exercises.
In this “Discovery Activity,” the students will learn to write domain and range values from
input/output (x/y) data tables. We are expanding their mathematical vocabulary to include
terms used by mathematicians and statisticians.
Explain to the students that the tables represent only a small portion of the actual values from
the graphs and rules. You may want to guide students through the first exercise.
Bring the students back together and ask for volunteers to share their results on the overhead
projector or on the board.
Note: For the last problems containing the graphs, you may want to tell the students to
complete a vertical line test.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Mathematicians, as well as statisticians, use the terms domain (D) for
the input values and range (R) for the output values.

1. For the tables below state the domain and range of each
input/output table.
a.

b.

c.

x

y

2

–6

4

–12

6

–18

12

–36

x

y

0

–2

2

2

5

23

7

47

x

y

0

6

3

12

7

20

10

26

The domain D is the set { 2, 4, 6, 12}.
The range R is the set {–6, –12, –18, –36}

The domain D is the set { 0, 2, 5, 7}.
The range R is the set {–2, 2, 23, 47}.

The domain D is the set { 0, 3, 7, 10}.
The range R is the set {6, 12, 20,26 }.

d. What can you say about the domain for each of the tables? Sample response: The
first column of the tables always represents the domain.

e. What can you say about the range for each of the input/output data tables?
Sample response: The second column of the tables always represents the range.
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2. For the tables below, state whether or not the table represents a function and explain why
it does or does not represent a function. You may want to use the vertical line test to help
you explain your answer.
a.
x
y
Yes. The table represents a function because for each input

b.

–5

–15

–1

–3

3

9

7

21

11

33

v
–6
–1
2
5
5
12

w
8
0
8
–4
4
18

there is a single output.

No. The table does not represents a function because for
the input of five there are two different outputs.

3. State the domain and range for the following graphs.
a.

The domain D is the set {2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 24, 26, 28}
The range R is the set {100, 300, 500, 700, 900, 1100, 1300, 1500, 1700}
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b.

The domain D is the set {–9, –7, –5, –3, –1, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9}
The range R is the set {–4, –3, –2, –1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
4.

Draw a graph on the coordinate grid for the given domain and range.
a.

Domain: All real numbers –25 < x < 25
Range: All real numbers –40 < y < 40
Graphs will vary.
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Domain: All real numbers
Range: All real numbers
Graphs will vary.
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Teacher Reference
Math at Work
From the direct instruction on functions and function notation, have the students rewrite the
equations using function notation. Explain to them that they will be using this concept again in
algebra.

Project
The students work in pairs and write a short paper on one of the mathematicians from the
“Historic Review” exercise. The paper could be about the contributions to mathematics and/or
science, or other fields if appropriate, that the individual made. Discuss with the ELA
department an appropriate rubric for this exercise.
From the list below have students select one individual and find out more about his/her
contributions to mathematics, science, or other fields of study. Have students write a short
paper about these contributions.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Galileo Galilei (1564 - 1642)
Francois Viete (1540 - 1603)
Jonhannes Kepler (1571 - 1630)
Rene Descartes (1596 - 1650)
Pierre De Fermat (1601- 1665)
Isaac Newton (1642 - 1727)
Leonhard Euler (1707 - 1783)
Lejeunne Dirichlet (1805 - 1859)
Georg Cantor (1845 - 1918)
Ada Lovelace (1815 - 1852)
Floyd L. Williams (1932 - )
Carl Gauss (1777 - 1855)
Blaise Pascal (1623 - 1662)
Charles Babbage (1791 - 1871)
Marie-Sophie Germain (1176 - 1831)

TEACHER’S NOTES
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For the following equations, rewrite each equation in function mode for the given function
letter. State which variable is the independent variable and which variable is the dependent
variable. Also state which variable the function letter is replacing. The first problem has been
completed for you.
1.

5.

2.

6.

3.

7.

4.

8.
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Lesson 9:
Exploring and Analyzing
Graphs

T.A.M.
Unit 5

In Brief
Students are motivated to look at graphs, analyze them, and identify relationships between two
different quantities.

Objectives
•

Model and solve contextualized problems using graphs, tables, and equations

Shaping the Lesson
•

Lead students on the explorations of functions in verbal, tabular, graphical, and
symbolic form.

•

With technology, you may take them even further into explorations of application
problems.

Instructional Strategies
•

Pass it Along

•

Discussion

•

Outcome Sentences

•

Counting Off

Tools
•

Transparencies

•

Overhead Projector or other projection device

•

Student Journal

•

Overhead Markers

•

Poster Paper

•

Construction Paper

Warm Up
Problems of the Day
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Teacher Reference
Setting the Stage
The intent of this activity is to motivate students to match each graph to the given situations.
The graphs have no numbers or formulas. Students are to look at the graphs, analyze them, and
find relationships between sets of data. Then, they match the graph to the situation.
Initiate a discussion by saying, “We'll start in this corner. When it's your turn, please tell us
about your match. Of course, you may always pass if you'd rather not say anything this time
around." Review the five matches with the entire class and discuss.
The situations match the graphs as follows.
Situation a matches graph 2.
Situation b matches graph 1.
Situation c matches graph 4.
Situation d matches graph 3.
Situation e matches graph 5.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Setting the Stage
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Graphs Without Numbers
Match each graph to a situation described on the next page. No numbers are used and
certainly no formulas. Talk about what is happening in each situation.
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Situations
a. This graph could represent the temperature of an ice pack from when it is removed
from the freezer until it reaches room temperature.
b. This graph could represent the height off the ground of a person riding a Ferris wheel
through two revolutions.
c. This graph could represent the height of a kid's model rocket from when it is launched
to the time it hits the ground.
Note: When the model rocket reached its maximum height, it released its parachute
for a slow descent.
d. This graph could represent the water level in the bathtub. First the person filled the
tub, then let it cool for a few minutes. After it was the right temperature, the person
climbed in and took a bath. After the person climbed out of the tub, the person
released the drain plug.
e. This graph could represent the number of homes with video game systems over the
past 20 years.
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Teacher Reference
Discovery Activity
Divide the class into three groups and assign each group a number. You may want to divide the
class into six groups and have two groups work on each activity.
Have each group work through its activity and prepare a presentation for the class. Supply
blank transparencies and overhead projector markers or poster paper and markers to each
group. Allow each group to present.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 9

Discovery Activity
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GROUP 1
Graphs are pictures, representations, and illustrations of relationships between two
quantities.
Numbers need not appear on the graphs to convey important information about how two
quantities change or stay constant in relation to each other. For example, the following three
graphs show three basic relationships.

The quantity on the
vertical axis increases as
the quantity on the
horizontal axis increases.

The quantity on the
vertical axis decreases as
the quantity on the
horizontal axis increases.

The quantity on the
vertical axis stays constant
as the quantity on the
horizontal axis increases.

Graphs can also convey a story.
The graph below is followed by a story that represents an interpretation of the graph.

The two quantities change individually.
•
•

Moving to the right represents years
passing.
Moving up represents the hourly wage
increasing.

And the story goes as follows:
In a far, far away land, there lived a man named Niqe. Niqe worked in a shoe factory.
Niqe would get just a few dollars in exchange for his long hours of hard work. Then,
the government established a minimum hourly wage and Niqe began to earn a bit more
than before. It remained the same for many years. It then took a big jump but has
remained the same for the past 5 years. Although demand for shoes made by Niqe
increased tremendously, he has earned the same pay for the past 5 years.
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1. Interpret the graph and write a story depicted by
the graph.
a. What does moving to the right represent?
Time
b. What does moving up represent?
Speed

Increasing

c. Write a story that matches the graph.
Sample response: After pulling out of the
driveway, Javan sped up to a top speed
and then slowed back down to turn a
corner, after turning the corner he sped up
but then began to slow down for a stop
light.
2. Interpret the graph and write a story depicted by
the graph.
a. What does moving to the right represent?
Time studying
b. What does moving up represent?
Test Scores

Higher

c. Write a story that matches the graph.
Sample response: A study of a certain
school showed that increased time spent
studying produced higher test scores. Then
the scores remained the same even though
the students studied more. At one point the
scores started to drop when students
studied too long. (Maybe they weren't
getting enough sleep.)
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GROUP 2
The changes in one quantity in relation to the changes in another can be represented by a
graph.
A graph illustrates how two quantities relate to each other.
Here is a sketch depicting average changes in air temperature throughout the year.

•

The graph represents two quantities: average air temperature and time of year.

•

The horizontal axis is the time of the year: monthly, quarterly, seasons, and so on.

•

The vertical axis is average air temperature.

•

The following description could match the graph.
During the months of January through March, the average temperature is low. The
average temperatures increase from the end of March through the spring, with the
highest temperatures in July and August. After the hot summer, air temperature begins
to decrease through the fall until the end of the year.
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1.

Sketch a graph that could represent the number of Women's World Cup tickets sold
compared to the cost of a ticket.

2.

Sketch a graph that could represent the number of bathing suits sold compared to the
time of the year.
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GROUP 3
How high would you have to jump to slam dunk a basketball?
An equation that could be used to estimate the answer to this question is:
V represents the vertical leap in inches and h represents the highest point in inches that you
can reach above your head while standing flat footed.
1. Measure the highest point that each person in your group can reach above his/her head
while standing flat-footed. Estimate the vertical distance each person must be able to
jump to slam dunk a basketball.
Answers will vary.
2. Graph the relationship between vertical leap and the highest point that each person can
reach above his/her head.
Graphs will vary. The graphs should have negative
slope.
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What conclusions can you reach by studying the graph?
The taller a person is, the smaller the vertical jump they need to slam dunk.

4.

Use the graph to answer the problems below.
a.

Estimate the vertical leap needed to slam dunk by a person who can reach to a
height of 75 inches.
51 inches

b.

Estimate the highest point that a person can reach if they do not need to jump
to slam dunk a basketball.
They can reach 126 inches.

5.

Put chalk dust (or some other form of powder like flour) on your fingertips. Standing
beside a wall, reach up and tap as high a point on the wall as you can. Then, jump as
high as you can and tap a second point directly above the first. Measure the distance
between chalk marks. Explain why this is your vertical leap. Could you slam dunk a
basketball? Answers will vary.
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Teacher Reference
Math at Work
Have the students work with a partner to complete this activity. Then, have them compare their
findings with tablemates. Close by showing a few more examples and answering questions. Ask
students to write three sentences, perhaps starting with phrases like the ones in the Outcome
Sentences. Allow a few minutes for students to write their ideas on notebook paper. Collect
sentences as students exit the classroom.

Review Questions & Outcome Sentences
If you assign as class work, have the students work in groups of 3 or 4 students. Give each group
a piece of chart paper. Have each group put its answers on the chart paper. Each group should
decorate its chart paper based on the answers provided. Bring the class back together and have
each group display its chart paper and answers to the rest of the class. You may want to hold
a class discussion on all the answers provided. Have a student volunteer keep track of the
important points provided in this discussion on an overhead projector or on the board. Ask
questions like "What answer was given the most by all of the groups?" or "Looking at the
answers provided by the other groups, can you think of any other answers you would like to
have added to your presentation if given the chance?"

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Miles Traveled

Gallons Remaining

0

25

100

20

200

15

300

10
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In the United States, temperatures are measured in Fahrenheit (F). Other countries
use Celsius (C). To go from a Fahrenheit reading to Celsius, we must to subtract 32,
and then multiply the result by

c.

If the Fahrenheit reading of a temperature is above zero, will the Celsius
reading be a larger or smaller number than the Fahrenheit reading? Explain
your answer below.
It will be smaller. For example, if the Fahrenheit reading is 10 the
Celsius reading is approximately –12. If the Fahrenheit reading is 50 the
Celsius reading is 10.

d.

At what temperature does Celsius equal Fahrenheit? Celsius equals
Fahrenheit at –40°.

Sample table:

Year

Length in Inches

1

2.0

2

3.5

3

5.0

4

6.5
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4. A simple box can be created from a rectangular sheet of construction paper by cutting four
equal squares from the corners and then folding up the sides. Teacher Note: You may
want to complete this activity with the students as a demonstration.

a. Experiment with three different rectangular sheets of paper to create three different
boxes. For example, with one box cut out squares from the corners that are one inch by
one inch and with another box cut out squares from the corners that are two inches by
two inches.
b. Construct the boxes. Line them up to illustrate the difference in volume. Select the one
you think holds the maximum volume.
c. Complete the table to illustrate the size of the cutout squares and the volume of each
box. Below are sample answers for an 8.5 in. x 11 in. sheet of paper.
Size

Volume

one inch by one inch
1.5 inches by 1.5 inches
2 inches by 2 inches
2.5 inches by 2.5 inches
d. Write an equation that gives the volume of the box as a function of the size of the
cutout squares.
e. Solve the problem graphically by using the function to determine what size the squares
should be to produce the box with the largest volume. You may use a graphing
calculator and the graph on the next page. Graphing the equation on a calculator
and calculating the maximum yields a maximum volume of approximately
66.15 in.3 when the size of the square cut out is 1.59 inches by 1.59 inches.
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CUT HERE

Coordinate Plane Cutout
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Outcome Sentences
A graph is used to _____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

I can use graphs in every day life to _____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

I now understand that _________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

I still need more help understanding _____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Graphs and tables are __________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Today, I enjoyed ________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
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Teacher Reference
Assessment Bank
Use the unit assessment bank to crate quizzes and/or exams on the material in this unit. The
questions are arranged by lesson number.

TEACHER’S NOTES
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 1
1.

The number of diagonals a polygon has is related to the number of sides, n, by the
following expression:

How many diagonals does a 14 sided polygon have?

2.

In alternating current electricity, the power loss through a transformer, measured in
watts, is the product of the square of the current, I, measured in amperes, and the
resistance, R, measured in ohms. That is:
Calculate the power loss if I = 2 amps and R = 1500 ohms.

3.

In physics, the distance (meters) an object falls is related to its initial speed u (meters
per second), time t (seconds), and acceleration a (meters per second squared) by the
following expression:
Calculate the distance an object falls if u = 25 meters per second, t = 2 seconds, and
a = 9.8 meters per second squared.

4.

The distance between two points on a coordinate plane is given by the expression:

Calculate the distance between points A, with (x1, y1) coordinates of (–5, 6), and B,
with (x2, y2) coordinates of (7, –3).
5.

Calculating Spindle Speeds: A mill cutter must spin his/her milling
machine at a certain rate so that the milling cutter cuts completely
through the wood. The rate at which the spindle tool rotates is
measured in R.P.M.s (revolutions per minute). The spindle speed is
based on the product of the cutting speed, V, meters per minute, and
1000 divided by the product of the diameter of the cutter, D, measured
in millimeters, and p. The spindle speed expression becomes:

Evaluate this expression if V = 250 meters per minute and D = 10 millimeters. Use
3.14 for
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6.

In finance, the future value of an investment, P, in dollars, depends on the interest
rate, r, time, t in years, and the number of times per year, m, the interest is calculated.
The future value can be calculated by the following expression:

Calculate the future value if P = 10,000 dollars, r = 0.06 years, and m = 12. Round
your answer to the nearest penny.

7.

At the TD Automobile Parts Manufacturing Company, the
automobile parts workers need to follow precise steps designed by
the engineers during the process of creating the parts for their
various automobile manufacturers. The problems below are based
on computerized models. Seems some of the engineers
miscalculated their expressions. Help the workers correct the
mistakes by locating them, stating what they are, and making any
necessary corrections.
a.

b.

8.

Complete the puzzle below by evaluating each expression.
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9.

Explain how you remember the order of operations.

Lesson 2
1.

Match the expressions on the left with an equivalent expression on the right by
drawing an arrow to the pair of expressions which are equivalent.

2.

Use each given expression and property below to create an equivalent expression.

3.

4.

a.

(6 + 9) + 7 and the Associative Property of Addition

b.

(8x)9 and the Commutative Property of Multiplication

c.

4(3x + 5) and the Distributive Property

Simplify each side of the equation, separately, to create an equivalent equation.
a.

6x + 3x – 5 + 9 = 11x + 9 – 3x – 6

b.

6(x + 5) – 4x + 12 = 9x – 7 + 5(3x – 2)

For each equation below, clear fractions to create an equivalent equation.
a.

A gas substance like carbon dioxide can go through changes in pressure,
volume, and temperature under different conditions. The relationship between
these variable before and after a change can be modeled by the equation:
where P1, V1, and T1 are the pressure, volume, and temperature of
the gas before the change and P2, V2, and T2 are the pressure, volume, and
temperature after the change.

b.

The slope of a line is defined to be the ratio of the change in vertical coordinates
to the change in the horizontal coordinates. Given the points (x1,y1) and (x2,y2)
the slope of the line joining these two point is given by the equation:

c.

Newton’s law of gravity state that between any two objects that have mass,
there exists an attractive gravitational force acting on each object separately.
This gravitational force can be defined by the following equation:
where
is the magnitude of the gravitational force
m1 is the mass of one object
m2 is the mass of a second object
G is the universal gravitational constant
r is the distance between the centers of mass of the two objects
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5.

Explain the difference between equivalent expressions and equivalent equations. Give
examples as needed.

Lesson 3
1.

For the following problems, work backwards from the final number by doing opposite
operations to find the initial value.
a.

b.

2.

3.

For each expression below, perform the opposite operation so that the variable is the
only thing that remains.
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

In the following expressions the opposite operation was completed incorrectly. Find the
mistake and correct it.
a.

b.

4.

Katrina and Kelsey used different algebra tile methods to represent the opposite
operation of adding 6 to x.
Katrina
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Kelsey

a.

Study each diagrams above and explain why both Katrina and Kelsey correctly
represented the opposite of adding 6 to x.

b.

Describe which method you would use to complete the opposite operation
of addition.

Lesson 4
1.

Solve the following equations. Use algebra tiles and a calculator as needed. Make sure
to check the solution.
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

2.

The Pythagorean Theorem states that in a right
triangle the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the
sum of the squares of the two legs, or . In order for you
to get to your friend’s house you must drive 9 miles
east and then 12 miles north. If you could fly like a
bird in a straight line to your friend’s house, how far
would you have to fly?
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Lesson 5
1.

2.

Solve the following equations. Use algebra tiles and a calculator as needed. Make sure
to check the solution.
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

Acceleration is defined to be the ratio of the difference of the
final and initial velocities, and time.

If the acceleration of a car is 45 meters per second squared, with
an original velocity of 10 meters per second and an elapsed time
of 5 seconds, what is the final velocity?

3.

Jasmine took a trip to Europe during her summer vacation. While traveling she
noticed that the temperatures being displayed seemed awful low to her. She asked
somebody at the hotel why the temperature being displayed was so low. They
explained to her that the temperature scale they use is in Celsius. Jasmine
remembered doing conversion formulas in her math and science classes during last
school year. She could not, however, remember the conversion formula. So, Jasmine
used the hotel’s computer and searched the internet for information on Celsius. She
found the conversion formula

, where C is the temperature in Celsius and

F is the temperature in Fahrenheit.
If the Celsius temperature was 25°, what was the equivalent
Fahrenheit temperature?
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4. The Pythagorean Theorem states that in a right triangle
the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the
squares of the two legs, or c2 = a2 + b2. In order for you to
get to your friend’s house you must drive 5 miles west and
then an unknown number of miles north. If you could fly
like a bird in a straight line to your friend’s house, you
would travel 13 miles. How many miles north would you
need to travel?

Lesson 6
1.

What is the difference between an independent variable and a dependent variable?

2.

Which coordinate in an ordered pair represents the independent variable? Which
coordinate in an ordered pair represents the dependent variable?

3.

What can you determine about the relationship in the following ordered pairs?
(1, 5), (2, 10), (3, 15), (4, 20), (5, 25)

4.

If the ordered pairs in the last problem represent the number of pairs of socks and the
costs of the socks, create a table representing these ordered pairs.
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5.

Shantell was checking into cell phone plans from one of the national communications
company. She noticed that she could get 450 anytime minutes for $39.99 per month,
she could get 900 anytime minutes for $ 59.99, she could get 1,350 anytime minutes for
$79.99, and she could get 2,000 anytime minutes for $99.99. Answer the questions
below.
a.

What is the independent variable in this problem? Explain your answer.

b.

What is the dependent variable in this problem? Explain your answer.

c.

Create a table below from the data.

d.

Create a graph of the table.

e.

Describe what the graph showed that was difficult to see in the table.

Lesson 7
1.

Complete each table below, and write a rule for each of the tables.
a.

Rule: ____________________________________________________________________
b.

Rule: ____________________________________________________________________
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c.

Rule: ______________________________________________________________________
2.

There is a relationship between the power and voltage of an electrical
line for a given electrical current. The following table gives the power
output for the given values of supplied voltage. Write a rule for the power
and voltage relationship.
Rule

3.
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A company’s revenue is directly related to its sales. The following table shows the
number of sales and the revenue made by the ChangSu Jean Manufacturing Company.

a.

What is the independent variable?

b.

What is the dependent variable?

c.

Write a rule for the relationship between pairs of jeans sold and revenue.

d.

How much does each pair of jeans cost? How does this value relate to your rule?
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Lesson 8
1.

Use the Cartesian coordinate graph below to draw a graph that represents a
function and explain why it represents a function. Label your axes and set a
scale for you axes as well.

a.

Use the Cartesian coordinate graph below to draw a graph that does not
represent a function and explain why it does not represent a function.
Label your axes and set a scale for you axes as well.
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2.

Using the graph you drew in 1a, state the domain and the range of the graph, and
create an input/output table from the graph as well.
Domain:
Range:
Input

a.

Output

Using the graph you drew in 1b, state the domain and the range of the graph,
and create an input/output table from the graph as well.

Domain:
Range:
Input

3.

Write a function rule, using function notation, for the each situations below.
a.
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Output

The volume, V, of sphere is four thirds pi times the radius, r,
cubed.
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b.

You are working for a metal fabricating company making
cylindrical containers used to ship American made
products overseas. You need to determine how much sheet
metal you will need to make containers of various
diameters, but a fixed length of 4 feet. These containers
will be enclosed at each end. The surface area of these
cylindrical containers is determined by the circumference
of the container, with radius r, multiplied by the height of
the container, four feet.

c.

You are working as a salesman at the local electronics store. You are paid $5.00
per hour for each hour worked and a 10% commission on the electronic items
you sell. You have a set working schedule of 20 hours per week. What is your
total weekly pay?
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4.

Match each graph to its corresponding table and function. Note: The data tables only
represent a small portion of the data from the actual graphs and function rules.

Graph A

Graph B

Function A:

Function B:

Function C:

Graph C
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Lesson 9
1.

One day you were out water skiing with your
friends. You were doing a real good job staying
skiing when the boat driver took a sharp turn which
caused you to lose your balance and fall. While
waiting for the boat to come back around, you pay
attention to yourself bobbing up and down in the
water like a cork. You’ve noticed that every so
many seconds a wave comes and lifts you up higher
in the water before bringing you back to a lower point from which you started at. Also,
every third wave is bigger than the previous two and you are lifted up twice as high as
the previous two waves. This continues until they boat was able to make a turn to
come back and pick you up. Draw a graph which depicts this situation. Don’t forget to
label your axes but do not draw a scale for either axes.
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2.

Interpret the graph below and write a story depicted by the graph.
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Assessment Bank Answers
Lesson 1
1.

91 diagonals

2.

6,000 watts

3.

69.6 meters

4.

15 units

5.

Approximately 7,962 revolutions per minute

6.

$14,320.44

7

a.

Multiplication was done before division.

b.

Each number was squared individually instead of subtracting first and
then squaring.

8.

9.

Answers will vary.
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Lesson 2
1.
x + 5 = 3x + 2 – 2x + 3
10x – 6 = –2 (3 –5)
12x + 16 = 6 + 2x + 5 (x + 2 + x)

2.

a.

6 + (9 + 7)

3.

a.

9x + 4 = 8x + 3

b.

2x + 42 = 24x – 17

4.

b.

c.

8(x9)

12x + 20

a.
b.
c.

5.

Answers will vary. Sample response: Equivalent expressions are two different
combinations of variables, numbers, and operations that have the same value.
For example, the expression 3(x + 5) is equivalent to 3x + 15. Equivalent
expressions are usually represented with an equal sign for example, 3(x + 5 ) =
3x + 15. Equivalent equations, however, are two equations that have the same
solution or represent the same relationship. For example, the equation 3x + 4 =
10 is equivalent to 3x = 6. Equivalent equations are usually stacked with the
equal signs aligned. For example,

Lesson 3
1.

a.

11

b.

22

2.

a.

–8

b.

9

e.

16 or –16

a.

The mistake was subtracting –11 instead of adding –11.

b.

The mistake was subtracting 6 instead of dividing by 6.

3.

162

f.

c.

–27

d.

–42

81
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4.

a.

Answers will vary. Students should say something about the opposite of
addition is subtraction and subtracting is the same as adding the
opposite.

b.

Answers will vary. It is helpful if students can use both methods.

Lesson 4
1.

2.

a.

8

b.

–5

c.

–7

d.

–4

e.

–14

f.

24

g.

–165

h.

13

i.

196

j.

37

15 miles

Lesson 5
1.

a.

2

b.

6

c.

–8

d.

–8

e.

24.5

f.

162

g.

15

h.

267

2.

235 meters per second

3.

77º Fahrenheit

4.

12 miles

Lesson 6
1.

Sample response: A dependent variable is a variable that is gets its value from
the independent variable.

2.

The first coordinate in an ordered pair represents the independent variable.
The second coordinate in an ordered pair represents the dependent variable.

3.

Sample response: The relationship is the second coordinate is 5 times the first
coordinate of each ordered pair. As a ratio this would be 1:5.

4.

5.

a.

The independent variable in this problem is the amount of minutes
because the number of minutes determines the cost of the plan.

b.

The dependent variable in this problem is the cost because the cost
depends on the number of minutes of the plan.
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c.

d.

e.

Sample graph.

The graph showed that the first three plans have a consistent rate because
they increase the same but that the fourth plan was a lower rate because the
point for the fourth plan was not in line with the others.

Lesson 7
1.

a.

Output is equal to input plus 4. y = x + 4

b.

Output is equal to twice the input minus 1. y = 2x – 1

c.

Output is equal to input divide by 3. c

2.

Rule: P = 2V

3.

a.

pairs of jeans sold

b.

revenue

c.

r = 22.5p where “r” is revenue and “p” is pairs sold

d.

Each jean is $22.50. Sample response: This value is the multiple in the
rule.

Lesson 8
1.

Answers will vary.
a.

2.

Answers will vary.
a.

164

Answers will vary.

Answers will vary.
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3.

a.

b.
c.
4.

Graph A = Function B = Table C
Graph B = Function C = Table A
Graph C = Function A = Table B

Lesson 9
1.

Answers will vary. Look for wave type graphs with every third wave twice
as high as the previous two.

2.

Answers will vary. One story might be: “You are the captain of a US Navy
nuclear attack submarine. You are traveling along when you give the
command to dive. After the submarine has reached a certain depth, you tell
the helmsman to” level her off”. After a short trip of testing out some new
equipment, you give the command to go to a depth which is higher than the
current depth you are at. You continue at this depth for the rest of the trip.
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